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School Schedule

1st/2nd Hour ................................................... 8:00 – 9:20
3rd (Academy Time) ................................... 9:27 – 10:09
5th /4th Hour .............................................. 10:16 – 11:36
Lunch ........................................................ 11:36 – 12:16
7th/6th Hour ................................................. 12:23 – 1:43
9th/8th Hour ................................................... 1:50 – 3:10
West High…….You Know!!!
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District Vision and Mission

Wichita Public Schools will be the district of choice in our region, where all students and staff are empowered
to dream, believe and achieve.

Wichita Public Schools prepares all students to achieve college, career and life readiness though an innovative
and rigorous educational experience.

Wichita West High Vision
Wichita High School West will be the school of choice in our district, where all students and staff are
empowered to dream, believe and achieve.

Wichita West High Mission
The Academies at West will ensure graduates are career, college and life ready.

Wichita West Shared Beliefs
Everyone feels safe, valued and connected.

West High Alma Mater
To you, our West High, We owe all our devotion, our pride, and our happiness, too. All the friends we have known and
the memories that linger will always remain dear and true. The day soon will come when we’ll make our departure; the
skies may not always be blue. Our tasks will be lighter; our futures, much brighter, and, West High, we owe it to you.
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West High Administrative Staff
Visit our website at: www.usd259.org/west

School Principal
Mark Jolliffe, Principal ...................................................................973-3608
Michelle Riddle, Principal’s Administrative Assistant

Health Sciences & Human Services Academy (HSHS) ...........973-3611
Kristina Murray, Assistant Principal
Denise Banks, Administrative Assistant
Claudia Griffith, Counselor
Melody Robinson, Academy Leader
Construction, Aviation, Production and Engineering Academy (CAPE)......973-3609

Ramon Wiseman, Assistant Principal
Cindy Loepp, Administrative Assistant
Ashley Lyons, Counselor
Zach Helgesen, Academy Leader, Engineering & Construction

Business & Culinary Arts Academy (BCA) ...............................973-3610
Larry Sadd, Assistant Principal
Brenda Barber, Administrative Assistant
Jill Terhune, Counselor
Mandy Bredehoft, Academy Leader

Fine Arts & Communications Academy (FACA) .......................973-3612
Christie Ramsey, Assistant Principal
Jennifer Palacio, Administrative Assistant
Sheneta Ross, Counselor
Natalie Wright, Academy Leader, Fine Arts and Communication
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Registrar
Amanda Stephenson .................973-3605

Athletic/Activities Director
Weston Schartz. .............................973-3650

Attendance
Anesha Gonzalez ...................... 973-3616

Bookkeeper
Emily McCullough ..........................973-3607

Security & School Resource Officer
SRO Alex Avendaño ...................973-3726
Tim McCarty .............................973-3765
Yolanda Collins ..........................973-3665
Kenny Taylor…………………………….973-3758
Trekia Nolen…………………………….973-3603

Psychologist
TBD ................................................973-3664
Nurse
Angela Armstrong .........................973-3634

Library
Matt Riddle………..……………………973-3642

Social Worker
Cara Hollimon………………………………973-3763
Christina Osborne……..…………………973-3789

Tutor Coordinator
Ceanna Trice ……………………………973-3797

College Career Center (C4)
Stephanie Cousin……………………….973-3676
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Requirements for Graduation
1. English ........................................................................................................................................... 4 units
English 1 (Grade 9), English 2 (Grade 10), and English 3 (Grade 11) are required courses. Students
should consult the enrollment guide or consult Language Arts teachers or grade level counselors
about the fourth unit of English credit which must be earned in the final two semesters prior to
graduation.
2. Social Studies ................................................................................................................................. 3 units
Units must include study in U.S. History 1 (1 unit), U.S. History 2 (1 unit), U.S. Government (1/2 unit)
and World Studies (1/2 unit). (The World Studies requirement can be met through either World
Cultures, World History, or Geography).
3. Math.............................................................................................................................................. 3 units
Units must include Algebra I or high level math courses. Students who have not met the competency
requirements must continue to enroll in mathematics even though they have completed 3.0 units of
credit.
4. Science .......................................................................................................................................... 3 units
A total of 3.0 credits in science course numbers 4000-4999. One (1) unit must be a lab class.
5. Physical Education .......................................................................................................................... 1 unit
One (1) unit of credit in Physical Education Foundations or Modified Physical Education.
6. Fine Arts ......................................................................................................................................... 1 unit
7. Financial Literacy/Career Readiness ................................................................................................ 1 unit
8. Elective Courses ............................................................................................................................. 7 units
Total units of credit required for graduation from USD 259 ................................................................ 23 units

Assessment Calendar
In an effort to measure the academic progress of students, various types of tests will be administered
throughout the school year. Some of these tests are standardized. Individual students and/or parents are
encouraged to utilize the results in a positive manner. New this year, State Tests will be covering the Common
Core State Standards (CCSS). Please visit with the academy counselor if you have any questions regarding the
purpose of the test, the necessity, requirements to take the test if any, and all results.

We Expect Success Today!
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West High School Academy Programs
West High Academy Programs provide the necessary foundation linking high school to post-secondary
education, whether it is through an apprenticeship program, technical college, or a four-year institution. Each
academy is a school within a school, academics are taught as they relate to careers in business, communications,
early childhood education, engineering, fine arts, hospitality, health science technology, and manufacturing.
Dedicated to quality performance, the focus is on understanding, application and integration of the academic
and technical skills necessary in the modern workplace. Community learning experiences are an integral part
of the four-year plan to make the student’s education come alive.

West High Academies
Academies at West

Grades 9-12
Business &
Culinary Arts
Academy

Grades 9-12
Construction,
Aviation, Production,
and Engineering
Academy

Grades 9-12

Grades 9-12

Fine Arts &
Communications
Academy

Health Science &
Human Services
Academy

Requirements for Academy Endorsement:
Complete district graduation requirements
Complete Academy Courses – Must have 2.0 cumulative GPA in Academy courses
Successful completion of Capstone (senior) project
(Multiple Academy Completers will only be required to complete one Capstone project)
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Academy Time
Academy Time receives (0.50 credit). Grades earned in Academy Time, A, B, C, D, or F, will be based on 5 points per day
and will go on students’ transcripts. (Excused Absences are omitted from final grade calculations.) How daily points are
earned is determined by the individual teacher.
Monday:
Scripted Lessons /Grade Check- No passes to leave!
Tuesday:
Tutorial Time/Special Activities (Must have pre-signed pass in agenda book to leave)
Wednesday: Tutorial Time/Special Activities (Must have pre-signed pass in agenda book to leave)
Thursday:
Tutorial Time/Special Activities (Must have pre-signed pass in agenda book to leave)
Friday:
Tutorial Time/Special Activities (Must have pre-signed pass in agenda book to leave)
*Schedule is subject to change by administration

AVID PROGRAM:
AVID, Advancement Via Individual Determination, is an elementary through postsecondary college readiness
system that is designed to increase school wide learning and performance. The AVID system accelerates student
learning, uses research based methods of effective instruction, provides meaningful and motivational
professional development, and acts as a catalyst for systemic reform and change.
Although AVID serves all students, it focuses on the least served students in the academic middle. The formula
is simple - raise expectations of students and, with the AVID support system in place, they will rise to the
challenge.
AVID targets students in the academic middle - B, C, and even D students - who have the desire to go to college
and the willingness to work hard. These are students who are capable of completing rigorous curriculum but
are falling short of their potential. Typically, they will be the first in their families to attend college, and many
are from low-income or minority families. AVID pulls these students out of their unchallenging courses and puts
them on the college track: acceleration instead of remediation.
“West High shall provide students with access to enroll in rigorous curriculum, such as, but not limited to,
Advanced Placement and Honors courses. Access shall be available to students during the normal school day
and students shall be awarded credit for successful completion of such courses.”

Those interested in applying for AVID, please contact the AVID Coordinator, Mr. Martin Schoket
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West High School
Business & Culinary Arts Academy
Academy Office Location:
Academy Principal:
Academy Counselor:

Academy Office Phone Number:
Academy Leader:
Academy Admin Assistant:

Digital Media

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Marketing Management

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Computer Essentials

5735

9,10

Business Essentials

6720

9,10

Computer Graphics

5741

9. 10

Sports & Entertainment

6801

10, 11, 12

Audio/Video Production Fundamentals

5744

10, 11

Business Communications

6705

10, 11

Digital Video Production

5725-5726

10, 11, 12

Business Management

6706

10, 11

Sports & Entertainment

6801

10, 11, 12

Principles of Marketing

6611/6612

11

Digital Media Design & Production

5745-5746

11,12

Marketing Applications

6629-6630

12

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Entrepreneurship &
Management

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Web & Digital
Communications

Computer or Business Essentials

5735/6720

9,10

Computer Essentials

5735

9,10

Accounting

6013-6014

10,11,12

Computer Graphics

5741

9. 10

Business Communications

6705

10, 11

Web Page Design

6743

10, 11,12

Business Management

6706

10, 11

Animation

5793

10, 11, 12

Youth Entrepreneurship (YE)

6888-6889

10,11,12

Computer Programming

5747-5748

10,11

Advanced Business Development

6703-6704

12

Game Design

5775-5776

12

Culinary Arts

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Culinary Essentials

6732

9,10

Business Essentials

6720

9,10

Baking & Pastry 1

6729

10, 11

Baking & Pastry 2

6730

10,11

Culinary Arts 1

6727/6728

10, 11

Culinary Applications

6725/6726
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Due to availability of course offerings, discretionary decisions regarding Strand completion may be made by
Academy Leaders and/or Administration. The course information above is listed for enrollment purposes.
Please see the double page spread with strand specific information prior to using this for enrollment. The courses
listed are for Strand completion only. Capstone classes are noted in the gray shaded box. Additional courses are required for
graduation (see page 8). Highly recommended courses (Kansas Scholars Curriculum) include: Foreign Language (same language for 2
years), Physics and Pre-Calculus/Trigonometry.
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West High School
Construction, Aviation, Production, and Engineering Academy
Academy Office Location:
Academy Principal:
Academy Counselor:

Academy Office Phone Number:
Academy Leader:
Academy Admin Assistant:

Construction (Residential)

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Manufacturing Production

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Cabinet Making & Furniture Design

7511/7512

9, 10

Blueprint Reading

7423x

9, 10

Cabinet Making & Furniture Design 2

7513/7514

9,10

Intro to Industrial Tech

7470

9,10

Residential Carpentry 1

7033/7034

10,11

Machine Tool Tech 1

7404/7405

10, 11

Residential Carpentry 2

7035/7036

11,12

Machine Tool Tech 2

7406/7407

11,12

Research, Development & Design

7101/7102

12

Research, Development & Design

7101/7102

12

Aviation

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Welding Production

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Blueprint Reading

7423x

9, 10

Blueprint Reading

7423x

9, 10

Intro to Industrial Tech

7470

9,10

Intro to Industrial Tech

7470

9,10

Hand & Power Tools

7157

9, 10

Production Welding Processes I

7517/7518

10, 11

Aviation Fundamentals

7143

9, 10

Production Welding Processes 2

7519/7520

11, 12

Foundations of Electronics

7159/7160

10, 11

Research, Development & Design

7101/7102
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Complete a certification at WSU Tech

Engineering

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Additional CAPE Elective courses

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Intro to Engineering Design

7041/7042

9, 10

Robotics

7069/7070

10, 11, 12

Principles of Applied Engineering

7251F/7252

10, 11

Drafting/CAD 1

7045

9, 10

Advanced Drafting/CAD 1 & 2

7053/7051

11, 12

Choose one of the next 3 classes
Digital Electronics

7031/7032

10, 11, 12

Civil Eng. & Arch.

7909-7910

10, 11, 12

Computer Int. Manufacturing

7556/7557

10, 11, 12

Engineering Design & Development

7043/7044
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Due to availability of course offerings, discretionary decisions regarding Strand completion may be made by
Academy Leaders and/or Administration. The course information above is listed for enrollment purposes.
Please see the double page spread with strand specific information prior to using this for enrollment. The courses
listed are for Strand completion only. Capstone classes are noted in the gray shaded box. Additional courses are required for
graduation (see page 8). Highly recommended courses (Kansas Scholars Curriculum) include: Foreign Language (same language for 2
years), Physics and Pre-Calculus/Trigonometry.
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West High School
Fine Arts & Communications Academy
Academy Office Location:
Academy Principal:
Academy Counselor:

Academy Office Phone Number:
Academy Leader:
Academy Admin Assistant:
Suggested
Grades Levels

Graphic Design

Suggested
Grades Levels

Journalism

Intro to Drawing

5769

9, 10, 11,12

21st Century Journalism

5711

9, 10, 11, 12

Principles of Illustrations

5778

9, 10, 11,12

Fundamentals of Graphic Design

5712

9, 10, 11, 12

Fundamentals of Graphic Design

5712

9, 10, 11,12

Digital Media Technology

5713

9, 10, 11, 12

Photo Imaging

5715

9, 10,11,12

Photo Imaging

5715

9, 10, 11, 12

Graphic Design

5781/5782

10, 11, 12

Project Management/Yearbook

5727/5728

11, 12

Project Management

5755/5756

12

Project Management /Newspaper

5727/5728

11, 12

Visual Arts (4 credits)

Music: Vocal Performance

Drawing & Painting 1

8251/8252

9, 10, 11

Mixed Chorus

8571/8572

9, 10, 11, 12

Drawing & Painting 2

8261/8262

10, 11, 12

Concert Choir - Audition required

8549/8550

10, 11, 12

Drawing & Painting 3

8173/8174

11,12

Vocal Jazz - Audition required

8581/8582

9, 10, 11, 12

Pottery & Sculpture 1

8311/8312

9,10, 11

Women's Ensemble - Audition required

8584/8485

9, 10, 11, 12

Pottery & Sculpture 2

8321/8322

10,11, 12

Madrigals - Audition required

8594/8595

10, 11, 12

Pottery & Sculpture 3

8323/8324

11, 12

Music Theory (Required)

8621/8622

9, 10, 11, 12

Creative Photography 1

8131/8132

9,10, 11

Creative Photography 2

8134/8135

10,11, 12

Drama 1

1111/1112

9, 10, 11, 12

Creative Photography 3

8129/8130

11, 12

StageCraft (or Carpentry 1)

1751/1752

9,10, 11, 12

Special Art Production

8381/8382

12

Drama 2

1121/1122

10, 11, 12

Repertory Theatre (teacher approval)

1145/1146

10, 11, 12

Instrumental (MUST Include Music Theory)

Drama Strand

Band

8506/8507

9, 10, 11, 12

Foreign Language Strand (4 credits)

Orchestra

8701/8702

9, 10, 11, 12

Spanish 1

5411/5412

9, 10, 11, 12

Exploration of Guitar

8526/8527

9, 10, 11, 12

Spanish 2

5421/5422

9, 10, 11, 12

Stage Band - Audition required

8606/8607

9, 10, 11, 12

Spanish 3

5431/5432

11, 12

Music Theory (Required)

8621/8622

9, 10, 11, 12

Spanish 4

5441/5442

11, 12

Spanish 5

5451/5452

12

Spanish for Natives 1

5485/5486

9, 10, 11, 12

Spanish for Natives 2

5487/5488

10, 11, 12

Spanish for Natives 3

5467/5468

11, 12

Due to availability of course offerings, discretionary decisions regarding Strand
completion may be made by Academy Leaders and/or Administration. The course
information above is listed for enrollment purposes.
Please see the double page spread with strand specific information prior to using this for
enrollment. The courses listed are for Strand completion only. Capstone classes are highlighted in gray.
Additional courses are required for graduation (see page 8). Highly recommended courses (Kansas Scholars Curriculum) include:
Foreign Language (same language for 2 years), Physics and Pre-Calculus/Trigonometry.
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West High School
Health Science & Human Services Academy
Academy Office Location:
Academy Principal:
Academy Counselor:

Academy Office Phone Number:
Academy Leader:
Academy Admin Assistant:

Health Science

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Mental Health

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Health Science Technology 1

4060/4061

10

Psychology/Sociology

3700/3800

10, 11

Health Science Technology 2

4062-4063

11

AP Psychology

3712/3713

11, 12

*Chemistry (recommended)

4321/4322

10

Anatomy & Physiology

4821/4822

11, 12

Anatomy and Physiology

4821/4822

11

Occupational Exploration

9162/9163

12

Sports Medicine

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Certified Nursing Assistant Emphasis (CNA)
Cert. Nurse Asst/Medical Terminology

4074-4056

12

Pharmacology/Cert. Medication Aide

4077-4073

12

Emergency Technician Emphasis (EMT)

Health Science Technology 1

4060/4061

10

EMT

7356/7357

12

Anatomy and Physiology

4821/4822

11, 12

EMT 2

7358L/7359L

12

Sports Medicine 1

4079/4080

11

Sports Medicine 2

4081/4082

12

Allied Health (Phlebotomy) Emphasis
Phlebotomy Tech/EKG

4075/4051

12

Special Health Topics

4064/4065

12

Human Services

Course #

Suggested
grade level

Career and Life Planning

7605

9, 10

Parenting and Child Development

7600

9, 10, 11

World of Children

7900

9, 10, 11

7601/7602

10, 11, 12

Family Studies
Teaching as a Career

Teaching & Training
Teaching Observation

7628/7629

11,12

Teaching Internship

7603/7604

11, 12

Early Childhood Education Foundation

7611/7612

10, 11, 12

Early Childhood Education Lab

7613/7614

10,11, 12

Early Childhood

Due to availability of course offerings, discretionary decisions regarding Strand completion may be made by
Academy Leaders and/or Administration. The course information above is listed for enrollment purposes.
Please see the double page spread with strand specific information prior to using this for enrollment. The
courses listed are for Strand completion only. Capstone classes are highlighted in gray. Additional courses are required for
graduation (see page 8). Highly recommended courses (Kansas Scholars Curriculum) include: Foreign Language (same language for 2
years), Physics and Pre-Calculus/Trigonometry.
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Wichita High School West
Academic Support Services
West High School has multiple resources for those that want academic support. Following is a list of just some
of those support services available to students at West High. If you have any questions or concerns call our Lead
Counselor, Ms. Claudia Griffith.
SATURDAY SCHOOL
Available selected Saturdays, 8-11 am in the Library of West High. Cost: FREE.
PROJECT PASS
This after-school tutoring program (M-Th, 3:30-5:00pm) provides at least one tutor from each of the four core
subject areas to help students in areas of deficiency. Students can bring questions on homework, study guides,
returned tests/quizzes, and more. Tutors are friendly and helpful. This is a no-pressure situation built to serve
the needs of students who require extra time or a re-explanation of key concepts. Cost: FREE
LUNCH TIME TUTORING
This Lunch Time tutoring program (M-F from 11:40 am-12:10 pm) provides several AVID and WSU Co-Op Tutors
to help students in areas of deficiency. Students can bring questions on homework, study guides, returned
tests/quizzes, and more. Tutors are friendly and helpful. This is a no-pressure situation built to serve the needs
of students who require extra time or a re-explanation of key concepts. Cost: FREE
AVID
AVID, Advancement Via Individual Determination, is an elementary through postsecondary college readiness
system that is designed to increase school wide learning and performance. See page 9 for details. Cost: FREE
EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR
Extended School Year (ESY) is an opportunity to successfully complete a course after the semester has ended.
Students who failed a course with a 50% average or higher are eligible for ESY. Available for the two weeks
immediately following the conclusion of a semester, ESY provides teachers to assist students with the
necessary work to successfully complete a specific course. Cost: FREE
LEARNING CENTER
The West High Learning Center provides an online opportunity that enables students to complete graduation
requirements by retaking selected classes previously failed. The Learning Center is located in the L-4; please
direct all questions to the Learning Center supervisor. Cost: FREE
Students are not permitted to repeat a failed course during the same semester that the failure occurred unless
approved by an Administrator.
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Wichita High School West
School Policies and Expectations of Conduct
West High School is full of rich traditions in academics, activities, and athletics. We are fortunate to be able to
attend a school that offers many programs. Each student can rightfully be proud of his/her school. Present and
former students have added to the school by purchasing equipment, signs, banners, flowers, etc. Please help
maintain the building. SHOW YOUR PIONEER PRIDE AND RESPECT!
In order to provide a quality learning environment in schools, appropriate student behavior is necessary. The
vast majority of students are cooperative and dedicated to making constructive progress in school; their efforts
ARE appreciated. The staff members of West High School want students and parents to realize that ALL students
adhere to these shared expectations for student behavior. Parents are asked to cooperate with school
personnel in setting the correct tone for safe, secure, and pleasant attendance centers where optimum learning
can take place.
EXCUSING AN ABSENCE
A student’s parent/guardian is to call the attendance office 973-3616 BEFORE 9:30 A.M. on the day of his/her
absence or the following day. If a special request to be absent (see section regarding special absence request)
has been done with the administration, no call is necessary. Absences will not be excused after 72 hours past
the day missed. Please refer to Attendance Policies and Procedures to view a list of excused absence
circumstances. Acceptable excuses are doctor, dentist, court, funeral or illness.
EXCUSED ABSENCE FOR MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS
There is a direct correlation between regular attendance and academic achievement. Therefore, it is expected
that each student will have regular attendance in each of his/her classes. DOCTOR AND DENTAL
APPOINTMENTS SHOULD BE SCHEDULED OUTSIDE OF THE SCHOOL DAY. Realizing that sometimes
appointments to the doctor or dentist must be made during school, only 1/2 day will be excused for the
appointment. Any absence beyond that time will be unexcused unless a doctor/dentist note is provided
explaining why the appointment had to go beyond the allowed time. Any questions regarding this policy should
be directed to the student’s respective administrator.
STUDENT ATTENDANCE/REPORTING PROCESS
Regular attendance is a key to being successful in school. Parents/guardians need to be aware that a student is
having attendance problems in order to address the problem. The focus will be to notify parents early on about
attendance concerns while providing frequent opportunities for students to improve attendance and academic
problems. The following steps have been developed:







Please make sure the office has accurate phone numbers and email addresses.
Classroom teachers will notify the parent/guardian and the respective administrator when absences become a
problem.
The automated phone system will call for each class that students are marked absent in the class when the teacher
takes attendance.
If the unexcused absence problem continues, a parent/guardian conference may be requested by the Academy
Administrator.
An attendance letter will be sent to the parent/guardian prior to a student reaching the maximum number of
unexcused absences allowed by the district before being referred to the District Attorney. It is West High Schools
intent to work with parent/guardian and student to provide opportunities for a successful school year.
When a student reaches the maximum number of unexcused absences allowed by the district, a report will be
filed with the District Attorney.
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SPECIAL ABSENCE REQUESTS
 Requests to be absent from school for special occasions, i.e., vacations with parents, trips, etc. must be
submitted and approved prior to the actual event. Unauthorized holidays, skip days, walkouts, or
boycotts will not be acceptable reasons to be absent from school as per Board of Education policy 1464.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES - Cell Phones, CD Players, MP3 Players, etc.
While in the school building, students may use Personal Electronic Devices during class time for instructional
purposes as approved by each teacher, before and after school, during passing periods, and at lunch. At all
other times, these devices may not be used unless permission is granted by a teacher or administrator.
Outside of the classroom earbuds will be allowed as long as you can hear instruction by adults.
At times when direct instruction is not occurring, it is at the discretion of the classroom teacher if a student
can use his/her electronic device as long as it is not disruptive to the educational environment. Electronic
devices include, but are not limited to cellular phones, and other communication equipment which has
potential to be disruptive to the educational process. Items intended to look like or simulate such devices are
also prohibited.


By BOE Policy P1462, items that are lost, stolen, or broken are not the responsibility of the school and will not
be replaced.
 1st occurrence: Device confiscated, warning issued, and students may pick up device after school.
 2nd occurrence: Device confiscated and a parent is required to pick up device after school.
 3rd occurrence: In-school Suspension (ICE) and a parent is required to pick up device by appointment with
Academy Principal.
 4th occurrence: Out of School Suspension and a parent is required to pick up the device by appointment with
Academy Principal.
 Subsequent occurrences: Consequences will be at the Administrator’s discretion.
 *In an effort to avoid more severe consequences, we ask students to comply with teachers’ requests to
surrender electronic devices.
A Parent or Guardian must be on the students pupil information form.
The school is not responsible for lost, stolen or broken items.

Student use of personal portable / Bluetooth type speakers is prohibited at West High School.
PIONEER HONESTY POLICY
It is the belief of West High School that every student will do their own work to the best of their ability. With
this belief, the staff assumes all students are honest until their actions demonstrate intent to misrepresent
themselves or deceive others. Examples of violating the Academic Honesty Policy include, but are not limited
to: cheating, plagiarism, misrepresentation on completed class work or projects, or falsification, forgery, or
alteration of any document or data base pertaining to academic, attendance, or other school records.
Students who violate the Pioneer Honesty Policy are subject to consequences deemed appropriate by the
classroom teacher, Academy Administrator, or Building Principal.

Character is measured by what you do when you think no one is watching!
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Pledge of Allegiance will be recited at the beginning of Academy Time. By BOE Policy 1776 and KSA 72-5308,
there will be a daily recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance. The announcements will be read over the intercom
by students after the Pledge every morning. All items for the announcements must be into the office, to Ms.
Banks, by 2:30 p.m. the day before.
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WITHDRAWAL FROM SCHOOL
Under certain conditions, parents may wish to have their students leave school prior to the end of the year. In
such cases, students will obtain a request form after speaking with their respective administrator. This should
be done well in advance of the date of exit for the term. Note: Withdrawing from school early may cause your
student to lose credit. Grades will not be frozen upon request. That will be an administrative decision.
LEAVE THE ROOM PASSES
Leave the room passes will be issued only for office/counselor requests, library releases, or to see the nurse.
NO passes will be issued the first ten minutes or last ten minutes of any period except in emergencies. Passes
from a class should be done in the student agenda. The correct time, date, and staff signature must be posted
in the agenda to be considered valid. Please be quiet in the halls to avoid disturbing classes.
PERMIT TO LEAVE SCHOOL
Special permits to leave school for medical and dental appointments are issued by request in the attendance
center. Any student who leaves school for any reason during the day must get prior permission from the
attendance center or their respective administrator. If approval is granted, the student will receive the
appropriate pass to leave the premises.
STUDENT ID
Student and staff identification is critical to school safety. Students are required to carry in their possession a
school issued West High ID while on school property. If a student forgets their ID, they will be assigned a lunch
suspension.
START ON TIME
Promptness is an essential skill that students must develop if they are to be successful in any job. Expectations
that students will be on time to class gives them an opportunity to practice this skill. Expectations and
encouragement occur in this way:















When the bell rings, teachers shut and lock their classroom doors.
If students are inside the classroom door, they are considered “on time.”
If students are NOT inside the classroom door, they are considered “late.”
Late students will report to a “tardy ticket station” for a “late ticket.”
Excused and unexcused tardies must have a ticket or appropriate pass.
NO TICKET = NO ENTRY TO CLASS
Students will be given 5 free tardies each semester. On the 8th tardy, students who are late are assigned a lunch
detention.
Students who are late before lunch are assigned a lunch detention to be served that same day.
Students who are late after lunch are assigned a lunch detention to be served the next school day.
Students who fail to serve their lunch detention will be assigned a lunch suspension. Students will be given the
opportunity to get lunch AFTER lunch suspension.
Students who fail to serve their lunch suspension will be assigned to the in-school suspension room.
Students who are chronically tardy and do not serve lunch detentions/suspensions will be considered not in
good standing and will be unable to participate in school activities.
Should the above interventions not be successful, the school administration will make every reasonable effort to
help the student to avoid out-of-class-time for repeated tardiness.
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ILLNESS AT SCHOOL
Students should request a pass to the health room if they become ill during the school day. You must have a
pass to see the nurse! There is generally not enough time between classes for treatment so a pass must be
obtained from a classroom teacher. Students will be sent home only after a parent or guardian has been
contacted by the nurse, administrator, counselor, or secretary. Nurses office 973-3634
MISSED ASSIGNMENTS
BOE Policy 6340: Homework is a valuable and valued tool in the learning process. Used appropriately, it can
provide practice and reinforcement for previous instruction, provide opportunity to develop pupil
responsibility, and involve parents more directly in supporting the learning process. For these reasons, pupils
in all grades shall be given regular and appropriate homework as supported by research.
BOE Policy 1472: It is the responsibility of the pupil to make up assignments. For excused absences, the
teacher shall make reasonable efforts to encourage and assist the pupil to make up missed assignments, shall
give credit for such work, and shall allow the pupil a reasonable period of time to complete such missed
assignments.
TELEPHONE MESSAGES AND DELIVERIES
Please remember that it is West High School policy not to interrupt instructional time. We cannot deliver
messages, gifts, etc. or allow students to accept phone calls. A parent or guardian should ask to speak to an
administrator if an emergency situation arises. Calls by parents/guardians are allowed prior to 7:50am, during
lunch, and after 3:40pm. Students may not order take-out food to be delivered to school. The delivery of flowers,
balloons, special gifts, fast-foods, etc. is discouraged and will not be delivered to students during class time.
West High is not responsible for lost or stolen items.
LIBRARY
Students using the library during class time should obtain a pass from the classroom teacher. No food or drink
will be allowed in the library. Library books are checked out for two weeks. A fine of $.20/school day will be
charged for overdue library books. Books must be returned to the book slot at the front desk or the book drop
in the hall. The library has a book detection system. All students will enter and leave through the double
doors in the library. The library has computers for student use. All policies must be followed or access can be
denied. There is a charge for printing material off the computer.
ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER CHANGE
It is imperative that we have the correct address and phone number on record. If students change addresses
and/or phone numbers, please contact the school as soon as possible by phone (973-3600) or online via your
ParentVUE account. You may access your ParentVUE account at https://www.usd259.org/west
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LUNCH
All students are invited to be in the following areas during lunch: A-hall to the cafeteria, all of D-hall, the library,
small gym, and designated outdoor grounds. BOE policy 1358 states that students in the 9th and 10th grades
are to remain on the school campus during the lunch period. Open lunch is a privilege available for pupils in
the 11th or 12th grade. Student must show their school I.D to leave the campus.
Students are not permitted to use food delivery services including but not limited to: Ubereats, Grubhub,
Doordash, Pizza Hut Delivery, Jimmie Johns Etc. Food delivery services have been contacted and requested not
to deliver to students on the campus of West High School.
Be Prepared, school ID is needed for purchasing a breakfast or lunch. Students are encouraged to eat food in
the cafeteria. While in the cafeteria, students are encouraged to sit at tables and act appropriately. Upon
finishing breakfast or lunch, students are asked to deposit all of their trash and litter in the trash cans. Be Proud,
please assist West High in our Go Green efforts by disposing of trash in the halls, on the grounds, or in the
neighborhood. These lunch procedures along with such other courtesies as not throwing food, or crowding in
line will ensure a more satisfactory lunch period for everyone. In an effort to increase the speed of service,
students without their ID’s will be required to wait until those with their ID’s have been served.
MEAL PRICES
Full Price
Reduced Price
Adults

Breakfast-$1.45
Breakfast-$.30
Breakfast-$2.10

Lunch-$2.55
Lunch-$.40
Lunch-$3.60

Extra Milk - $.50

REPORT CARDS
Please check ParentVUE to see student’s updated report card. West High does not issue printed report cards.
Parents are encouraged to use ParentVUE to monitor student grades or call the teacher at 973-3600 for
additional information.
1st nine weeks
October 18th

2nd nine weeks
December 20th

3rd nine weeks
March 13th

4th nine weeks
May 21st

CLUBS
A variety of clubs exist which students may join during the school year. Club meetings are held during Academy
Time. Membership fees for clubs vary.
YEARBOOK
Yearbook orders will be taken at enrollment and during the school year.
LOCKER INFORMATION
Every West High student will be assigned one hallway locker for school use. Sharing lockers is a safety issue; please keep
the combination private in an effort to prevent theft of school or personal items. If you have any issues with your locker,
please see West High Security.
 West High is not responsible for any items that are lost or stolen from the lockers.
 Students are responsible for the care and treatment of assigned lockers.
 Any announcements/posters/fliers placed on the outside of assigned lockers must get administrator approval.
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PARENT and STUDENT ACCESS TO STUDENT INFORMATION
Parents and Students have the opportunity to access their school information from a computer. This information includes
but is not limited to:
 Detailed attendance information
 Detailed grade information from each teacher’s grade book (assignments and scores)
 Personal Information (PIF)
 Emergency Information
 Incidents
 Graduation credits information
 Non-school days
Access to information for each student is secured through a password to allow only authorized individuals to view the
information for each student. It is accessed through a web browser on your computer.
In order to access this information, parents and students are required to have a ParentVUE or StudentVUE account.
Application for this account may be obtained at the school or online at https://www.usd259.org/west. Parents are highly
discouraged to share password information with their student.

IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION ROOM
The ISS Room is used for in-school suspension. Here students will be allowed to complete school assignments,
but denied social privileges in an attempt to alter unacceptable behavior.
1. In an effort to be productive while in the ISS Room please refrain from the following:
 Eating/Drinking, Talking, Sleeping, Using Profanity, Using Electronics
2. ISS Assignments:
 All students read and sign a copy of the ISSR guidelines/rules.
 All students complete a behavior adjustment assignment.
 All students are responsible for bringing assignments to complete during their time in ISS.
 Teachers will provide assignments for students assigned to ISS.
3. Students may be given the opportunity to perform community service while assigned to ISS.
4. Students must be on time and serve their assigned time in ISS. Only an administrator can shorten an
assigned day in ISS or assign less than a full day in ISS.
5. Restroom breaks and lunch will be determined by the ISS schedule.
6. If a student is removed from ISS for violation of rules they will be referred to the appropriate
Administrator.
Students that participate in inappropriate behavior may be considered not in good standing and may lose the
privilege to attend approved school activities.
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STUDENT DRESS CODE
West Dress Code is designed to promote Self-Respect and to ensure that students dress appropriately in a
manner which does not detract from the educational setting and process.
 The following are the dress code guidelines:
 Shirts/Tops: Shirts must cover undergarments at all times. Layered shirts/sweaters/jackets must cover
undergarments at all times.
 The bottom of the shirt/top MUST completely cover the waistline of the outer layer of bottoms
(pants/shorts/skirt)
 Head coverings must allow staff to completely see the face, including eyes, nose, mouth and chin area.
Head coverings for religious or medical reasons must be approved by Administration. (Head coverings
include hats, hoods, bandanas, scarves, doo-rag, sweat bands, head bands, hair nets). Staff members
reserve the right to request complete removal of headgear inside their classrooms.
 Shoes must be worn at all times inside the school building, except inside the locker rooms or swimming
pool.
 Specifically banned items:
o Any clothing or items that advertise or imply use of weapons (hatchets, guns, knives, etc.),
drugs, alcohol, tobacco, sex, or profanity;
o Clothing that shows suggestive, vulgar, racial slurs, obscene writing, pictures or symbols;
o Clothing that attracts attention to body parts;
o ANY clothing or items that give the impression of gang affiliation;
o Excessive makeup, face paint or body writing, except on spirit/game days using school colors;
o Spiked bracelets or collars;
o Clothing that is too revealing including, but not limited to, see-through, sheer, low cut, short
shorts, short skirts, or anything that reveals undergarments.
o Sunglasses while in the building.
Any attire or body covering which may cause a disruption, distraction, is a safety concern to the learning
environment, or deemed inappropriate by staff will be referred to Administration. Administration will have
the final determination as to what is deemed appropriate.
DRESS CODE VIOLATIONS
In an effort to promote Self-Respect the following measures will be taken in order to maintain a safe and
healthy learning environment:
1. All teachers will request student compliance with the dress code in the classrooms and hallways.
2. Teachers will allow students to correct the situation before referring to Administration.
3. Failure to comply with teacher request makes it an act of defiance
Student options:
1. Change or remove the inappropriate object.
2. Turn it inside out if that solves the problem.
3. Call parent for assistance
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ACADEMIC HONORS
In order to receive an academic letter a student must have a 3.50 GPA or higher for three consecutive
semesters.
 Honor Roll – In recognition of superior achievement in academics, a student may be named to the Honor
Roll at the end of each grading period. An Honor Roll student is one with a GPA of 3.5 or better.
 Honorable Mention - Students who earn between a 3.0 and 3.49 GPA will be named to the Honorable
Mention recognition list.
ACADEMIC CERTIFICATES, LETTERS, BARS, STARS, NHS
Students who make the honor roll for one semester are awarded a certificate. An academic letter is awarded after
a student has been on the honor roll for three consecutive semesters. After the letter has been awarded, an
academic bar will be granted for each two additional consecutive semesters that the student is on the honor roll.
An academic star is awarded to students who maintain a 4.0 for two consecutive semesters.

SUICIDE PREVENTION
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FINAL EXAMS
Comprehensive Finals serve to provide students with a valuable learning experience necessary for college and
career readiness. Finals also serve to inform the student, parent and teacher of the knowledge and skills
learned by the student throughout the semester. All students are required to participate in finals at West
High School. Finals count for no more than 10% of the final grade. Early finals are not permitted, please
contact your administrator should you have questions about finals.
INTERNET ACCESS
Students may use the Internet on school computers provided they have prior approval. To obtain approval,
students and their parents must sign the District’s Internet User Agreement and each student’s ID will have
verification of computer access.
The internet will be used for educational use only. This is to insure that students have Internet privileges and
are using their own network accounts.
DISASTER-FIRE DRILLS-TORNADO WARNINGS
During a severe storm or tornado warning, announcements may be made concerning evacuation of certain parts
of the building. Areas of particular danger would be: (a) rooms under large roof structures, such as the
gymnasium, commons, and the auditorium; and (b) areas near outside exposed glass. Tornado procedures will
be discussed by your teachers and will be posted in all rooms.
Fire drills will be held as required by Kansas law. Your teachers will inform you of proper exits and procedures.
These procedures and exits are also posted in each room. All students and teachers are required to leave the
building when the alarm is sounded.
FALSE FIRE ALARMS/FIRES
Any fires will be investigated by the fire marshal, WPD, and/or security and charges filed against any individual
responsible for the fire or causing “false” alarms. A student will be taken to an expulsion hearing. Pulling a fire
alarm without just cause creates safety concerns. Discharging (or tampering with) a fire extinguisher without
just cause will result in disciplinary action up to and including an expulsion hearing. Your safety is important. A
fire can cause serious damage. Repair costs are also assessed against the individual.
LOITERING
Students are allowed in the school building between 7:30 am and 3:30 pm, unless under the direct supervision
of school staff. For the safety of students and staff, students will not be allowed to loiter in unsupervised areas
of the school before 7:30 am or after 3:30 pm. Students will not congregate on any property adjacent to the
school.
SMOKING
Students will not congregate on any property adjacent to the school. Students will not be allowed to smoke on
campus or in sight of the building. This rule is to honor the requests of property owners who live within a one
block radius of West High School, and to comply with the City of Wichita Ordinances which prohibits anyone
under 18 to be in possession of or use of any tobacco/nicotine/e-cigarettes/vapor products. If a student
violates this policy, the school will take action. Consequences may include one or more of the following:
confiscation of items and/or In-school suspension, out-of-school suspension, campus fine of $25, and/or a city
fine will be issued.
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SUSPENSION - OUT OF SCHOOL
Suspension is not a vacation; it means you are out of school. Your parents are notified. You cannot be on any
public school grounds for the length of the suspension —including attendance or participation in school and
after school sponsored activities. Students suspended from school are entitled to receive missing work and may
be turned in for full credit.
Expulsion specifics are determined by the District Hearing Officer. During the expulsion period students cannot
be on any public school grounds – including attendance or participation in school and after school sponsored
activities.
VISITORS
Students are not to bring a guest to attend classes. Approved visitors must report to the office immediately
upon coming into the building (BOE and Wichita Police regulations). Visitors will be given a badge to be worn
during their time at West. If individuals do not have passes/approval, they are loitering and could be arrested
for trespassing. Former students may not visit staff during the school day. All visits should occur after 3:10pm.
GRADE LEVEL CLASSIFICATION
High School students are now classified according to their year in school regardless of credits earned. Students
shall be assigned grade levels by cohort. Cohort is determined by a student’s 9th grade entry date.
This is a change from previous years’ classifications:
Freshmen (9th grader): A pupil in the first year of high school.
Sophomore (10th grader): A pupil in the second year of high school.
Junior (11th grader): A pupil in the third year of high school.
Senior (12th grader): A pupil in the fourth or subsequent year of high school.
SPECIAL TRANSFERS
A student may request a special transfer to West High School at the office of the student’s base school. While
on special transfer, a student must: Maintain (1) good attendance, (2) a GPA of 2.0, and (3) must have no
discipline referrals to the office. Failure to maintain these criteria will result in the student’s transfer being
revoked and they will have to enroll in their base school.
SEARCH & SEIZURE - PUPILS AND THEIR PERSONAL POSSESSIONS
When a reasonable suspicion arises that use or possession of a pupil’s property is illegal, illicit, disruptive, or a danger to
the general welfare of pupils and staff, a search may be made of the pupil’s person or personal property.

TRANSPORTATION
Under state law, school bus transportation is furnished to all students who live at least 2½ miles from school.
Please contact the school bus secretary if you have a question regarding routes, times, etc. Specific rules will be
provided by your bus driver. Failure to comply with bus rules could mean providing your own transportation to
school. Guest bus riders must have written parent permission and administrator approval.
SKATEBOARDS
Skateboards are not permitted on the campus of West HS. If Skateboards are brought to school they must be
stored in the student’s locker. Students will not be allowed to carry their skateboards from class to class. Riding
of a skateboard is also not permitted on West HS property.
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TEXTBOOKS
Textbooks and other instructional materials are the property of USD 259, Wichita Public Schools. They are
provided for the use of students who are enrolled in district schools and centers with the expectation they will
be returned in the condition they were issued less reasonable wear and tear. Students who lose or damage
instructional materials will be charged the replacement cost of the lost or damaged item(s). Students are
required to pay the replacement cost for damaged textbooks and instructional materials. The costs of books
and materials are available in the district’s Textbook Manager System.
Each student shall return all textbooks issued to the student at the time they withdraw from the school, at the
end of the first semester for all classes that do not continue, or at the end of the school year. Students shall
write their names inside in the appropriate place, and properly use and care for the textbooks. Each student or
their parent or legal guardian shall be responsible for textbooks not returned or damaged by the students. Any
student failing to return textbooks or who fails to pay for lost or damaged items may as a result have holds
placed on progress reports, report cards and diplomas, be excluded from participation in graduation
ceremonies, extracurricular activities, sports and special programs/events. All fines must be paid by no later
than the last instructional day of the school year.
SCHEDULES & SCHEDULE CHANGES
During the spring of each year, the master schedule is determined by student needs and enrollment course
selections. Student and teacher schedules are established for the entire school year. The schedule change
procedure is designed to assure that students will start all their classes on the first day of the semester,
increasing their chances for success. Schedule change requests must be completed for first semester by the
first day of school, and second semester by the last day of first semester.
The Wichita Public Schools consider the reasons listed below as valid educational reasons for a schedule
change. (Course selection during enrollment is extremely important.)
Schedule change requests may occur for the following reasons:
 Schedule does not have a course for every period of the day;
 Duplication of course;
 Class incorrectly sequenced or student does not meet prerequisite;
 Student lacks a class needed for graduation;
 Inappropriate skill level for class (teacher recommendation).
Schedule change requests are NOT made for the following reasons:
 Request withdraw from Advanced Placement Course(s);
 Preference for a different teacher, period or semester;
 Preference to be with a family member or friend;
 Change of mind about taking a course;
 Student or Parent request.
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Per Board of Education Policy
1227, schedule change
requests are to be
discouraged except for valid
educational reasons.

AP COURSE LEVEL GUIDELINES FOR STUDENTS AND PARENTS
All students who wish to accept the challenge of an Advanced Placement (AP) course are welcome to participate in the
AP program. As students and parents consider the commitment of enrolling in AP, they should be aware of the rigor in
these courses, so they can make informed decisions regarding course selection. The following guidelines are provided to
assist both students and parents in their consideration of these courses:
 AP curricula are written two grade levels above traditional curricula.
 AP classrooms are fast-paced and challenging environments, with most lesson preparation done at home.
 Students taking these courses should be self-motivated learners willing to invest time and energy into their
activities and assignments.
 Students should be independent learners who have demonstrated prior success in the classroom.
Motivation
There are several reasons why students take AP courses in high school. All AP students should have the desire to do their
best, regardless of the effort required or the ability to prioritize their time. Each AP class requires multiple hours of
homework per week. Students should be committed to investing the time needed to be successful in their AP
coursework, regardless of extracurricular activities or other outside of the school day activities.
A positive attitude toward challenging coursework
Often students find that AP classes require a level of rigor to which they are unaccustomed. When faced with challenges,
students should be willing to take necessary steps to succeed in the class (tutorials, study groups, etc.). AP students
should approach problem-solving as an adventure and appreciate learning for learning’s sake.
A strong work ethic
An interactive environment is critical to a successful AP experience. Student participation requires good attendance and
punctuality. Respecting each other’s ideas and taking responsibility for one’s own actions and work are also crucial
components to success. Students should be able to work well, both independently and cooperatively. They should also
take pride in their work by completing all assignments on time and creating high-quality products.
Teacher input
The current subject-area teacher is a valuable resource in determining a student’s readiness to participate in an AP
program. Communicating with that teacher before making a final determination is an important part of the decisionmaking process.
AP Enrollment Considerations and Commitments
 Enrollment in Advance Placement Course(s) is for the full school year.
 Requests to withdraw from Advanced Placement Course(s) will be denied.
 Students have these options:
1.
Pay the fee for the AP Exam ($93 full price or $53 free or reduced price) and have it scored by the
College Board.
2.
Pay for dual credit from a local College or University ($195 approximately) if available at your school.
3.
Pay for both the AP Exam to be scored by College Board and dual college credit.
4.
Take the class for the rigor and preparation for college and pay no additional fee which means not
taking the official AP Exam. You will be required to take a final exam which will be a replica/released
AP Exam which will be equivalent to the amount of time of the original AP exam.
a.
The replica/released AP exam scores, given by teachers, can only help student grades if the
student completes the exam and does their best.
b.
If the replica/released AP exam is unattended or not taken by the student, then the student’s
final grade will be affected.
The scores earned on an Advanced Placement Exam will have no bearing on the grade earned in an Advanced Placement
Course.
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NO LATEX PRODUCTS:
Within our school community are individuals who are placed in danger because of latex. The thin stretch
material found most often in rubber bands, gloves, diapers and balloons is very dangerous to select students
and staff members. The protein in the rubber causes an allergic reaction that impacts the respiratory
system. A reaction can start in minutes. Individuals can get a serious rash, have an asthma attack, and in
some cases, go into shock from latex exposure.
Please do not use latex balloons or other latex products at school or school-related activities. Balloons and
Mylar or plastic are available and should be used at school events.
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
All vehicles using the student parking lot must have a parking decal. The cost per semester is $5. Students must
utilize the south parking lot off of McCormick. A student who is found to be speeding, driving recklessly, failing
to obey traffic control devices, acting dangerously, parking illegally, not wearing seatbelts, or parking in any
other lot may be issued a fine. The parking lot speed limit is 10 miles per hour.
COMMENCEMENT
BOE Policy 1421: Seniors will participate in commencement if they have completed ALL graduation
requirements. Diplomas will not be issued at commencement. Information regarding diploma pickup will be
provided to seniors in April.
Commencement Ceremonies will be Tuesday, May 14, 2019 @ Century II

Extra-Curricular Activities
PIONEER ATHLETICS
A number of interscholastic athletic programs are offered to students at West High School. KSHSAA regulations
state that students must have passed five subjects the previous semester in order to participate, be enrolled
currently in five subjects, and have a valid physical form on file with the school before a student is allowed to
practice. Questions see Coach Schartz Athletic/Activities Director 973-3650.
Fall
Girls-Cross Country, Volleyball, Golf and Tennis
Pioneers
Boys-Cross Country, Soccer and Football
always
Winter
Girls-Basketball and Bowling
strive to do
Boys-Basketball, Wrestling, Bowling and Swimming
their best
Spring
Girls-Softball, Track, Soccer and Swimming
on and off
Boys-Baseball, Golf and Tennis
the field!
West High Administration reserves the right to deny access to attendance to athletic events.

WEST HIGH……YOU KNOW!!!
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Extra-Curricular Activities
ATTENDANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND ATHLETICS
Students must be in attendance a minimum of ½ day on the day of the event, game or contest, in order to be allowed to
participate that afternoon or evening. If the event falls on Saturday, then the student must be in attendance on Friday in
order to participate. An exception will be made to this rule only when a physician or dentist provides written permission
for a student to participate on a particular day after having missed all of that day.
This policy exists due to our belief that our primary mission is education, and while we highly value student participation
in extra-curricular activities and athletics, participation in class is more important. Therefore, if a student is too ill to be in
school, he/she is too ill to participate. The same policy holds true for practices. If a student is not in attendance during
the school day, he/she should not practice.
ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS WHILE PARTICIPATING IN EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND ATHLETICS
As stated before, our primary mission is education. With this in mind, our students who choose to participate in extracurricular activities and/or athletics will have grade checks during the event season. Coaches and Sponsors will establish
participation guidelines and requirements. If a student does not pass five original-credit classes he/she may not
participate in the next semester’s activities. Students with failing grades who are not showing academic progress may be
considered by Administration as a student “not in good standing”. Students not in good standing are not eligible for
participation. Any changes to this policy will be made by an Administrator and/or the Athletic Director.
BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS
Students participating in extracurricular activities are expected to demonstrate good behavior. Students who have
inappropriate behavior may be deemed as a student “not in good standing” and therefore not eligible for participation in
extracurricular activities.
STUDENT ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Parents are encouraged to purchase student accident insurance. See Athletic Director for additional information.
ATHLETIC FEE (Pay to Play)
A onetime fee will be assessed for those students who participate in competitive athletics according to the following:
 $50-Full Lunch
 $25-Reduced Lunch
 $15-Free Lunch
ACTIVITY TICKETS
Activity tickets are available to students at a cost of $25. Many activities are included in the price of the ticket including
home athletic contests, music and drama events.
ACTIVITY GATE PRICES
Adult - $6.00
All Students - $4.00
(Student ID required)
Pre-K - No charge
Sr. Citizens - No charge
*Students not picked up within 20 minutes of the conclusion of an activity will have their school I.D taken and will not
be able to attend the next event.
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Board of Education Policies
All Board of Education policies in their entirety can be viewed on the district web page, viewed in the building
Principal’s office, or viewed on a copy requested from a building Administrator. When viewing the district
website at www.usd259.com, go to High School and click on West and you will see the Student Handbook
with West High policies as well.
BOE Policy 1115: Sexual Harassment of Employees
USD 259 will not tolerate sexual harassment. The district will not permit sexual harassment of an employee by
another employee, pupil, or others. Violation of this policy shall result in disciplinary action against any
employee or pupil involved, including possible termination of the employee and expulsion of the pupil. Others
who violate this policy may be prohibited from being on school property and/or attending school activities,
and as appropriate, shall be reported to local law enforcement authorities for appropriate action. Supervisors
who fail to follow the policy or fail to investigate complaints shall also be disciplined.
BOE Policy 1116: Sexual Harassment of Pupils
USD 259 will not tolerate sexual harassment of a pupil by another pupil, employee, or others. Violation of this
policy shall result in disciplinary action against any pupil or employee involved, including possible expulsion of
the pupil and termination of the employee. Others who violate this policy shall be reported to local law
enforcement authorities for appropriate action and may be prohibited from being on school property and/or
attending school activities. Administrators who fail to follow the policy or fail to investigate complaints shall
also be disciplined.
BOE Policy 1119: Harassment of Pupils based on race, color religion, gender, national origin, or disability
USD 259 will not tolerate harassment or intimidation of a pupil based on race, color, religion, gender, national
origin, or disability by another pupil, employee or others. Pupils and employees who violate this policy shall,
after proper investigation, be subject to sanctions including possible suspension and/or expulsion of the pupil
and termination of the employee. Others who violate this policy shall be reported to local law enforcement
agencies for investigation. Administrators who fail to follow the policy or fail to investigate complaints shall
also be disciplined.
BOE Policy 1464: Behavior - Regulations
Each pupil is held responsible for his/her personal actions. The right to attend a Wichita Public School carries
with it the obligation to maintain acceptable behavior.
BOE Policy 1465: Pupil Behavior - Alcohol, Drugs, Drug Paraphernalia, and/or Other Controlled Substances
Any pupil who intends to or is selling, manufacturing or trafficking (as defined in AIP #1) alcoholic beverages,
drugs, drug paraphernalia, inhalants and/or other controlled or uncontrolled substances, such as, but not
limited to, over the counter medications or unauthorized prescription drugs, or any pupil who possesses such
substances in an amount that exceeds the reasonable personal need of the average user of the substance
possessed (as determined in accordance with AIP #2), at school, on school property, or at a school supervised
activity shall receive a mandatory expulsion from the Wichita Public Schools for 186 school days. For
information about the request for school assignments pending a final decision of an extended
suspension/expulsion, please see BOE P1472 – Pupil Makeup Work.
Any pupil who uses or appears to be affected by or whose conduct appears to be altered by alcoholic beverages,
drugs (except as medically prescribed) and/or other controlled substances, such as, but not limited to,
unauthorized prescription drugs, any pupil who possesses any of such substances in amounts that do not exceed
the reasonable personal needs of the average user of the substance or any pupil who possesses drug
paraphernalia at school, on school property, or at a school supervised activity will receive disciplinary actions
given by an administrator.
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BOE Policy 1466: Possession or Use of Weapons
Any pupil who is found to have brought handled, transmitted or to have been in possession of a weapon, as
defined in AIP 1a and b, including any firearm or replica firearm at school, on school property, or at a school
supervised activity shall receive a mandatory expulsion from the school district for 186 school days.
Any pupil who is found to have brought or to have been in possession of any article (as defined in AIP 1c) at
school, on school property, or at a school supervised activity shall be subject to disciplinary action up to and
including expulsion from the school district for 186 school days.
Any pupil who uses any article (as defined in AIP 1d) to inflict bodily harm or to place a person(s) in fear of
bodily harm at school, on school property, or at a school supervised activity shall be subject to disciplinary
action up to and including expulsion from the school district for 186 school days.
Notice of Nondiscrimination
The Wichita Public Schools does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex,
handicap/disability, or age, as to treatment of student in programs and as to employment. Persons having
inquiries concerning the District’s compliance with Title VI, Title IX, Section 504, Americans with Disabilities Act,
and Age of Discrimination Act may contact the school district’s ADA and Section 504 Coordinator, 201 N. Water,
Wichita, Kansas 67202 (316) 973-4150.
Rights and Responsibilities for Students and Parents/Guardians
The purpose of every school handbook is to help parent/guardians and students in understanding RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES. When a question or problem arises, the first step in resolving the problem or getting an
answer should be where the problem or question started, i.e., another student, teacher/staff or building
administration.
Parents/Guardians and students have the right to know of the due process procedures followed by USD 259 if
they disagree with the interpretation of school policies. Due process is used to provide a quick and orderly
method of resolving school-related conflicts.
Parents/Guardians and students have the right to be informed about the compulsory attendance policies.
Students have the responsibility to arrive at school and attend classes on time on a regular basis.
Parents/Guardians and students have a right to have access to USD 259 policies and procedures and a
responsibility to be aware of the district policies and procedures regarding all policies.
Parents/Guardians and students have the right to be informed about the zero tolerance policies on weapons,
drug trafficking and battery of staff and the responsibility each year to sign a form indicating awareness of the
consequences of violating these policies (Board of Education Policies 1462, 1465, and 1466).
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Parents/Guardians and students have the right to:
 be treated with courtesy and respect as individuals
 expect a safe and secure learning environment (Board of Education Policy 1359)
 grieve any alleged violation of their rights by a staff member (Board of Education Policy 1468)
 be informed of school rules and board of education policies and know the following behaviors are not
permitted. (Board of Education Policies 1462, 1464, 1465, 1466)
 Fighting in school, on the school bus, school property or any school activity
 Smoking
 Actions, words or gestures that show disrespect to staff member or other students
 Dress or appearance that is in violation of published school rules and BOE policies
 Vandalism
 Loitering in school buildings or on school property
 Causing a false fire alarm or bomb threat
 Disrupting regular school activities
 Arson, setting a fire; fireworks or chemical devices
 Extortion
 Possession or use of weapons
 Possession and/or use of electronic communication devices at school or school activities during
the day
 Selling, possession and/or use of illegal substances
Parents/Guardians and students have the responsibility at all times to be good citizens and to follow the rules
and regulations as set for the by the school administration and the school district
Parents/Guardians and student have the right to know information contained in educational records is
confidential (Board of Education Policy 5501). Parents/Guardians and students have a responsibility to not
mislead the school regarding name, address, date of birth and telephone number
Parents/Guardians have the right to know that upon request, the non-custodial parent is entitled to all parental
rights to the extent such rights are not restricted by a court order. Non-custodial parents have a responsibility
to make a yearly request, in writing, to the building administrator to receive official information regarding their
child (Board of Education Policy 5503).
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Senior Project Guidelines
The purpose of the Senior Project is to validate that Wichita West High School graduates have acquired the
skills, knowledge, and concepts necessary to perform well when they leave high school. Each student will
demonstrate his/her ability to use educational tools to broaden his/her knowledge about a particular, selfselected topic. The selected topic should be complex and comprehensive enough to challenge each student
both intellectually and creatively. The topic should be a demonstration of cumulative knowledge.
Successful completion of a Senior Project will be REQUIRED to participate in the May graduation ceremony.
Mid-Term Graduates: Please see Academy Leader FIRST then proceed to academy counselor to complete
application process to be an early graduate. Successful completion of a Senior Project must be completed
prior to exiting in December.
New Students enrolled at West during second semester of Senior Year: The requirement of completion of a
Senior Project will be determined by an Administrator.
Academy Senior Project Presentation Day will be held each year during the month of April.
Note: The successful completion of a Senior Project is REQUIRED to walk at graduation. A minimum score of
70% must be attained in order to receive academy cord.
What are the Components of Senior Project?


The Senior Project Portfolio/Binder



Presentation – April 13




Senior Project Product
Senior Project Approval



Senior Showcase – April 29

Attendance at senior meetings is REQUIRED and EXPECTED!
Late deductions and accountability for deadlines with regard to the senior project should be
expected. These deductions vary by academy. For more information see Academy Leader.
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Restorative Discipline
Wichita West High School is the leader among all Wichita area schools in implementing Restorative Practices and the specific part
of this overall framework called Restorative Discipline. The idea behind both is to maintain a positive school climate and restore
peace and connectedness after there have been behaviors of concern by individuals in the West High community.

What is Restorative Practices?
“Restorative Practices is a social science that studies how to build social capital and achieve social discipline
through participatory learning and decision-making.”
The aim of Restorative Practices is to develop more of a sense of community at West High and to manage conflict and tensions by
repairing harm and building relationships. This makes the approach proactive (what we do to build community and prevent conflicts,
wrongdoing and other difficulties) as well as reactive (what we do when things go wrong ...as they sometimes will).
Restorative Practices in no way reduces the high expectations we have of all members of the West High community. Instead, it adds
additional elements of high support. High Expectations AND High Support is how we approach everything we do at West High.
You can’t make someone feel worse and expect them to perform better! We believe and emphasize that ultimately:

It’s ALL about RELATIONSHIP!
Restorative Practices Disciplinary Alternative
In following BOE policy for serious incidents of misbehavior, we have the option with Restorative Practices at West to choose a
restorative disciplinary alternative when suspension or expulsion is not mandatory. When this option is chosen, and persons
connected to the misbehavior agree, the process for dealing with the behavior unfolds as shown on the right-hand side of the flow
chart below. The goal is to problem-solve and determine what needs to happen to make things right. The process is about participants
taking responsibility and likely dealing with appropriate CONSEQUENCES, but the final outcome is NOT necessarily about
“punishment.”
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Restorative Discipline (continued)
This disciplinary alternative will usually involve some level of restorative conferencing. Restorative conferences are a specific
process, with defined steps, which brings together those who have caused harm through their wrongdoing with those they have
directly or indirectly harmed – and often both sides of a conflict will have been the cause and recipient of harm. With this approach,
restorative practices help to:
• reduce crime, violence and bullying
• improve human behavior
• enhance school climate and strengthen civil society
• provide effective leadership
• restore relationships
• repair harm
Restorative Questions
The core of the restorative conferencing aspect of Restorative Practices is
Restorative Questions. At West High, we emphasize three (3) basic
questions, which appear on the West High Student Statement (pictured at
right) used by administrators and other support staff:

What happened?

(Sharing viewpoints to establish a
common ground for understanding.

Who has been harmed and in what way?
(Sets up the foundation for the third question)

How do WE make it right?

(WHO takes
responsibility for WHAT to restore and keep a positive climate and
peaceful relationships)
Other restorative questions that may be asked include?
 What were you thinking of at the time?
 What have you thought about since?
 What impact has this incident had on you and others?
FairProcess
What has been the hardest thing for you?
Restorative Practices at West High are also shaped by “Fair Process” which is briefly described this way:

… EVEN IF
OUTCOMES ARE NOT WHAT THEY WOULD PREFER.
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Compass of Shame
Research shows that when people have their positive affect interrupted (or, in other words, when something or someone makes their
world not OK) most people tend to choose behaviors that fall near one of the points of what is called the Compass of Shame. They
Attack Others, Withdraw, Attack Self or try to Avoid the situation. Restorative Practices works toward helping people escape the
Compass of Shame by finding their center. See the illustration below.

Restorative Practices and the Multi-Tier Systems of Supports (MTSS)
USD 259 promotes the Multi-Tier System of Support (MTSS) district wide, a structure for managing academic and behavioral
difficulties for students. It provides more or less intervention depending on the level of need, whether it is for a FEW students SOME
students, or ALL students. Restorative Practices, with the same approach, is a perfect complement to MTSS and The Positive
Behavioral Intervention and Supports (PBIS) that go along with it. See below:
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P5116 EMERGENCY SAFETY INTERVENTIONS
BOARD POLICY:
Seclusion or physical restraint (Emergency Safety Interventions (ESI)) of any student may be employed only
when the student presents a reasonable and immediate danger of physical harm to self or others or engages in
violent action that is destructive of property. ESI should be used only after less restrictive or invasive
alternatives have been considered and deemed infeasible. Certain modes of restraint are prohibited and any
restraint utilized must be consistent with this policy. Restraint or seclusion will not be used as punishment or
discipline, as a means of coercion or retaliation, or as a convenience for a school employee.
Administrative Implemental Procedures:
1. Definitions:
a. “Administrative review” means review by the state board upon request of a parent.
b. “Chemical Restraint” means the use of medication to control a student’s violent physical behavior or restrict
a student’s freedom of movement.
c. “Complaint” means a written document that a parent files with the board of education.
d. “District” means a school district organized under the laws of this state that is maintaining a public school
for a school term pursuant to K.S.A. 72-3115, and amendments thereto. This term shall include the governing
body of any accredited nonpublic school.
e. “Emergency Safety Interventions” means the use of seclusion or physical restraint.
f. “Incident” means each occurrence of the use of an emergency safety intervention.
g. “Parent” means: (1) A natural parent; (2) an adoptive parent; (3) a person acting as a parent as defined in
K.S.A. 72-3122, and amendments thereto; (4) a legal guardian; (5) an education advocate for a student with an
exceptionality; (6) a foster parent, unless the student is a child with an exceptionality; or (7) a student who has
reached the age of majority or is an emancipated minor.
h. “Physical escort” means the temporary touching or holding of the hand, wrist, arm, shoulder, or back of a
student who is acting out, for the purpose of inducing the student to walk to a safe location. Physical escort is
not an ESI.
i. “Physical Restraint” means bodily force used to substantially limit a student’s movement, except that
consensual, solicited or unintentional contact and contact to provide comfort, assistance or instruction shall
not be deemed to be physical restraint.
j. “Mechanical Restraint” means any device or object used to limit a student’s movement and includes, but is
not limited to, the use of handcuffs.
k. “Police officer means a full-time or part-time salaried officer or employee of the state, a county, or a city,
whose duties include the prevention or detection of crime and the enforcement of criminal or traffic laws of
this state or of any Kansas municipality.
l. “School” means any learning environment, including any non-profit institutional day or residential school
or accredited nonpublic school, that receives public funding or which is subject to the regulatory authority of
the state board of education.
m. “School resource officer” means a police officer employed by a local law enforcement agency who is
assigned to a district through an agreement between the local law enforcement agency and the district.
n. “School security officer” means a person who is employed by a board of education of any school district for
the purpose of aiding and supplementing state and local law enforcement agencies in which the school district
is located, but is not a police officer.
o. “Seclusion” means placement of a student in a location where all the following conditions are met:
1) The student is placed in an enclosed area by school personnel.
2) The student is purposefully isolated from adults and peers.
3) The student is prevented from leaving, or the student reasonably believes that such student will be
prevented from leaving, the enclosed area.
Seclusion does not include a time-out. “Time-out” means a behavioral intervention in which a student is
temporarily removed from a learning activity without being confined.
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2. Use of Emergency Safety Interventions:
Emergency Safety Interventions shall be used only when a student presents a reasonable and immediate danger
of physical harm to such student or others with the present ability to effect such physical harm or engages in
violent action that is destructive of property. Less restrictive alternatives to ESI, such as proactive prevention
techniques, de-escalation techniques, positive behavior interventions and supports, shall be deemed
inappropriate or ineffective under the circumstances by the school employee witnessing the student’s behavior
prior to the use of any ESI. The use of ESI shall cease as soon as the immediate danger of physical harm ceases
to exist. Use of an ESI for purposes of discipline, punishment or for the convenience of a school employee
shall not meet the standard of immediate danger of physical harm.
a. Prohibited Types of Restraint:
1) The use of prone, or face-down, physical restraint; supine, or face-up physical restraint; physical
restraint that obstructs the airway of a student; or any physical restraint that impacts a student’s primary
mode of communication;
2) The use of chemical restraint, except as prescribed treatments for a student’s medical or psychiatric
condition by a person appropriately licensed to issue these treatments;
3) The use of mechanical restraint, except those protective or stabilizing devices either ordered by a
person appropriately licensed to issue the order for the device or required by law, any device used by
a law enforcement officer in carrying out law enforcement duties, and seatbelts and any other safety
equipment when used to secure students during transportation.
b. Seclusion Restrictions:
1) When a student is placed in seclusion, a school employee shall be able to see and hear the student
at all times.
2) All seclusion rooms equipped with a locking door shall be designed to ensure that the lock
automatically disengages when the school employee viewing the student walks away from the
seclusion room, or in case of emergency, such as fire or severe weather.
3) A seclusion room shall be a safe place with proportional and similar characteristics as other rooms
where students frequent. Such room shall be free of any condition that could be a danger to the student
and shall be well-ventilated and sufficiently lighted.
c. Emergency Safety Intervention Restrictions:
1) A student shall not be subjected to an ESI if the student is known to have a medical condition that
could put the student in mental or physical danger as a result of the ESI. The existence of such medical
condition must be indicated in a written statement from the student’s licensed health care provider, a
copy of which has been provided to the school and placed in the student’s file. Such written statement
shall include an explanation of the student’s diagnosis, a list of any reasons why an ESI would put the
student in mental or physical danger and any suggested alternatives to the use of ESI. However, a
student may still be subjected to an ESI if not subjecting the student to an ESI would result in significant
physical harm to the student or others.
2) School resource officers and police officers are exempt from the requirements of the ESI regulations.
School security officers are not exempt and so may not use prohibited restraints, including handcuffs.
3. Training:
a. All district personnel will annually review and acknowledge BOE P5116 Emergency Safety
Interventions.
b. Annual training consistent with nationally recognized programs will be provided to school personnel.
Training will emphasize that prevention techniques, de-escalation techniques, positive behavioral
interventions and positive behavioral supports are preferred strategies which should be applied, if feasible,
prior to use of an ESI. Training will meet the needs of personnel as appropriate to their roles, duties and
potential need for emergency safety interventions.
c. District and/or building administrators will determine which personnel requires training in the most
restrictive behavioral intervention techniques, i.e. restraint and seclusion.
d. Written or electronic documentation will be maintained on the training provided and the persons
participating.
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4. Documentation and Notification:
a. All schools are responsible for maintaining documentation for each use of an ESI, which must
include:
1) date and time of the intervention;
2) type of intervention used (seclusion or restraint);
3) length of time (in minutes) the intervention was used;
4) a description of the behavior precipitating the ESI and alternative behavioral interventions
considered;
5) the school personnel who participated in or supervised the intervention;
6) whether the student had an individualized education program (IEP) at the time of the
incident; and
7) whether the student had a section 504 plan at the time of the incident.
b. Documentation maintained by a school on the use of ESI must be compiled and submitted, at least
quarterly, to the Division of Student Support Services.
c. The Division of Student Support Services will provide quarterly reports of all incidents of ESI to the
Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), by the dates and in the format required by KSDE. In
addition, documentation of the district’s use of ESI will be provided to KSDE upon written request of
KSDE.
d. At least annually, the principal of each school shall review ESI documentation to determine the
appropriateness of the use of ESI. At least annually, the Division of Student Support Services will
review ESI documentation regarding the proper administration of ESI in the district and its impact
upon the content of training for district employees.
e. Parents shall be notified the same day an emergency safety intervention is used with their student by
the principal or their designee. If the principal or designee is unable to contact the parent, they will
attempt to contact the parent using at least two methods. A parent may designate a preferred method
of contact to receive the same-day notification. A parent may agree, in writing, to receive only one
same-day notification from the school for multiple incidents occurring on the same day. The principal
or designee will document notification and notification attempts in the Student Information System.
Written documentation of the ESI used shall be completed and provided to the parent no later than the
school day following the day on which the ESI was used. Written documentation will include:
1) The events leading up to the incident;
2) student behaviors that necessitated the ESI;
3) steps taken to transition the student back into the educational setting;
4) the date and time the incident occurred, the type of ESI used, the duration of the ESI and the
school personnel who used or supervised the ESI;
5) an option for parents to provide feedback or comments to the school regarding the incident;
6) a statement that invites and strongly encourages parents to schedule a meeting to discuss the
incident and how to prevent future use of ESI; and
7) email and phone information for the parent to contact the school to schedule the ESI meeting.
Schools may group incidents together which occur on the same day when documenting items 1), 2), and
3) if the triggering issue necessitating the ESI is the same.
f. Upon the first occurrence of an incident involving the use of ESI in a school year, the parent shall be
provided the following information in printed form or, upon the parent’s written request, by email. If
there is a second or subsequent incident during the same school year, the parent shall be provided with
a full and direct website address containing this information.
1) a copy of this policy and a copy of the standards which indicates when ESI can be used;
2) a flyer on the parent’s rights;
3) information on the parent’s right to file a complaint through the district’s dispute resolution
process;
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4) the complaint process of the state board of education;
5) information that will assist the parent in navigating the complaint process, including contact
information for Families Together and the Disability Rights Center of Kansas; and
6) a full website address containing this information.
g. If a school is aware that a police officer or school resource officer has used seclusion, physical
restraint or mechanical restraint on a student, the principal or their designee will notify the parent
the same day using the parent’s preferred method of contact. The principal or designee will
document notification and notification attempts in the Student Information System. Mechanical
restraint includes, but is not limited to, the use of handcuffs. Written documentation of the incident
is not required.
5. Meeting Requirements:
a. After each incident, a parent may request a meeting with the school to discuss and debrief the
incident. A parent may request such meeting verbally, in writing or by electronic means. A school shall
hold a meeting requested within 10 school days of the parent’s request. The focus of any meeting
convened shall be to discuss proactive ways to prevent the need for ESI and to reduce incidents in the
future.
b. For a student who has an IEP or a Section 504 plan, such student’s IEP team or Section 504 team
shall discuss the incident and consider the need to conduct a Functional Behavior Assessment (FBA),
develop a Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) or amend either if already in existence.
c. For a student with a section 504 plan, such student’s section 504 plan team shall discuss and consider
the need for an evaluation for special education services.
d. Parents of students with an IEP who are parentally placed in a private school may request an IEP
team meeting.
e. For a student who does not have an IEP or Section 504 plan, the parent and school shall discuss and
consider the appropriateness of a referral for an evaluation for special education services, the need for
a FBA, or the need for a BIP. Any such meeting shall include the student’s parent, a school
administrator for the school where the student attends, one of the student’s teachers, a school employee
involved in the incident, and any other school employees designated by the school administrator as
appropriate for such meeting.
f. The parent of a student younger than 18 shall determine whether the student shall be invited to any
meeting requested by the parent.
g. The time for calling such a meeting may be extended beyond the 10 school day limit if the parent of
the student is unable to attend within that time period.
h. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the development and implementation of a FBA
or a BIP for any student if such student may benefit from such measures.
6. Dispute Resolution:
a. The Board of Education designates the Chief Human Resources Officer as the complaint investigator
to conduct investigations of written parental complaints.
b. If a parent believes an ESI has been used in violation of this BOE policy and state regulations, then
within 30 days from being informed of the use of ESI, the parent may submit a written complaint to
the Chief Human Resources Officer of the Wichita Public Schools.
c. The Chief Human Resources Officer will complete an investigation and provide to the parent, school,
superintendent, Student Support Services and KSDE written findings of fact and, if necessary,
corrective action, within 30-days of the filing of a complaint by a parent. The drafting and handling of
the investigator’s report will conform to the requirements of the Family Educational Rights & Privacy
Act BOE Policy 5116 Page 6 of 6 Wichita Public Schools ∙ USD 259 (FERPA) and will, to the extent
possible, preserve confidentiality of personnel matters. The Chief Human Resources Officer’s decision
will be a final decision.
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d. A parent may file a complaint under the state board of education complaint process within 30-days
from the date a final decision is issued by the Chief Human Resources Officer. The request for
administrative review must be filed with the Commissioner of Education within 30 days of the local
board issuing its final decision or within 60 days from the date the parent filed a complaint with the
local board, if the local board did not issue a final decision. Parents may mail this request to the Kansas
State Department of Education, Landon State Office Building, 900 SW Jackson Street, Suite 600,
Topeka, Kansas 66612.
e. Additional information informing parents of their right to file a written complaint that includes
contact information for the Chief Human Resources Officer and state board of education are posted on
the district’s website.
7. This district has a policy governing the use of ESI which is made available to parents during annual enrollment.
It is also posted on the district’s website with a link to the policy on individual school sites. The direct website
address is included within the Student Code of Conduct and a printed copy of the policy is available from the
student’s school and district offices upon request.

Use of Recording Devices of Any
Kind Are Prohibited
The use of Digital / Electronic and all other audio, video or other
devices with the capability of recording and or transmitting audio,
video, text and photographic images for non-educational purposes
are prohibited without the written permission of the Principal of
West High School . Prohibited devices include but are not limited
to cell phones, tape recorders, cameras, cell phone cameras, video
cameras and similar devices used to record, store, edit, transmit or
communicate any audio, video, photographs or text information.

Use of Recording Devices of Any
Kind Are Prohibited
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NORTH WICHITA GEAR UP AND WEST HIGH VISION FOR
SUCCESS

STEPS TO SUCCESS
WHAT WE DO:
1: Increase the academic performance and preparation for
post-secondary education for North Wichita GEAR UP Students
2: Increase the rate of high school graduation and enrollment
in post-secondary education for North Wichita GEAR UP students.
3: Increase North Wichita GEAR UP students’ and their families’
knowledge of post-secondary education options, preparation, and
financing.

You Can Find Your GEAR UP Advisors In
Room C6

Mr. Lewis
Mr. Jackson
Joy Barnes
Tom Wilcox
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The Student Friendly Guide to Writing with Traits
Ideas and Content

Organization

5 Paper: Clear Focused, and Specific
My writing is full of the kinds of details that keep the
reader’s attention and show what is really important
about my topic.
 I know a lot about this topic, and when someone
else reads it, they’ll find out some new or littleknown information.
 I made sure to show what was happening (“The
wildly spiraling tornado aimed straight for our
barn”) rather than telling what happened (“It
was scary”).
 I filled my paper with interesting tidbits that
make reading it fun and lively.
 I made sure my topic was small enough to
handle.
 “All About Baseball” was too big. I changed it to
“How to Steal a Base”.
 I could easily answer the question, “What is the
point of this paper/story?”

5 Paper: Clear and Compelling Direction
I’ve chosen an order that works well and makes the
reader want to find out what’s coming next.
 My beginning gets the reader’s attention and
gives clues about what is coming.
 Every detail adds a little more to the main idea
or story.
 All my details are in the right place; everything
fits like a puzzle.
 I ended at a good spot and didn’t drag on too
long. I left my reader with something to think
about.
3 Paper: Some Really Smooth Parts, Others Need Work
The order of my story/paper makes sense most of the
time.
 I have a beginning, but it really doesn’t grab you
or give clues about what is coming.
 Sometimes it is not clear how the details I have
used connect to the main idea or story.
 Some of my details are in the right spot, but
some should come earlier or later.
 I’ve lingered too long in some places, and sped
through others.
 I have a conclusion, but it just isn’t the way I want
it yet. I may have gone on too long or just tried
to sum up in a ho-hum way.

3 Paper: Some Really Good Parts, Some Not There Yet
The reader usually knows what I mean. Some parts will
be better when I tell just a little more about what is
important.
 Some of the things I said are new, but other
things everyone knows already.
 Some details I have used are pretty general, like:
“Her hat was nice” or “It was a sunny day”.
 I think my topic might be too big, and I got
bogged down trying to tell a little about a lot,
instead of a lot about a little.
 Sometimes I was very clear about what I meant,
but at other times, it was still fuzzy.

1 Paper: Not Shaped Yet
The order of my paper is jumbled and confused. I’m
feeling dizzy!
 There isn’t really a beginning or ending to my
paper. It just kind of “takes off . . . “
 I’m confused about how the details fit with the
main idea or story.
 My ideas seem scrambled, jumbled, and
disconnected. It’s confusing.
 Conclusion? Oops, I forgot.

1 Paper: Just Beginning to Figure Out What I Want to Say
When someone else reads my paper, it will be hard for
them to understand what I mean or what it is all about.
 I haven’t shared much information. I guess I
don’t know enough yet about this topic to write
about it.
 My details are so vague, it is hard to picture
anything.
 I’m still thinking aloud on paper. I’m looking for
a good idea.
 Maybe I’ll write about this, but then, maybe I’ll
write about that . . .
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Voice

Word Choice

5 Paper: Really Individual and Powerful
My paper has lots of personality. It sounds different from
the way anyone else writes.
 I have put my personal stamp on this paper; it’s
me!
 Readers can tell I am talking right to them.
 I write with confidence and sincerity.
 My paper is full of feelings and my reader will
feel what I feel.
 I’m not afraid to say what I really think.
 You can tell that I wrote this. No one else sounds
like this!

5 Paper: Extremely Clear, Visual, and Accurate
I picked just the right words for just the right places.
 All the words in my paper fit. Each one seems
just right.
 My words are colorful, snappy, vital, brisk, and
fresh. You won’t find overdone, vague, or
flowery language in my paper.
 Look at all my energetic verbs!
 Some of the words and phrases are so vivid that
the reader won’t be able to forget them.
3 Paper: Correct, but Not Striking
The words in my paper get the message across, but don’t
capture anyone’s imagination or attention.
 I used everyday words pretty well, but I didn’t
stretch for a new or better way to say things.
 Most of the time the reader will figure out what
I mean even if a few words are goofed up.
 Occasionally, I may have gone a bit overboard
with words that tried to impress the reader.
 My words aren’t real specific. Instead of saying,
“The sun went down,” I should have said, “The
sun sagged into the tree tops.” Better, juicier
details were needed!
 There are as many tired out clichés (Bright and
early, Quick as a wink) as there are new, fresh,
and original phrases: “My mother made me feel
more special than all her potted plants.”

3 Paper: Individuality Fades In and Out
What I truly think and feel only shows up sometimes.
 Although readers will understand what I mean, it
won’t make them feel like laughing, crying, or
pounding on the table.
 My writing is right on the edge of being funny,
excited, scary, or downright hones, but it’s not
there yet.
 My personality pokes through here and there,
but then gets covered up again.
 My writing is pleasant, but a little cautious.
 I’ve done a lot of telling and not enough showing.
1 Paper: Not Yet Me
I’m not comfortable sharing what I truly think and feel
yet.
 If you didn’t already know, it might be hard to tell
who wrote this paper; you can’t really hear my
voice in there yet.
 I’m not comfortable taking a risk by telling you
what I really think; I’ve taken the safest route by
hiding my true feelings.
 My paper is all telling and no showing at all.
 I’ve held myself back by using general statement
like: “It was fun.” “She was nice.” “I like him a
lot.”

1 Paper: Confusing, Misused Words and Phrases
Abound
 My reader is often asking, “What did you mean
by this?”
 A lot of my words and phrases are vague: “We
liked to do things”, “we were friends and stuff”.
 My words don’t make pictures yet: “Something
neat happened”, “it was awesome”.
 Some of my words are misapplication- - Oops, I
mean misused.
 Over and over I used the same words, over and
over, until my paper was over.
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Sentence Fluency

Conventions

5 Paper: Varied and Natural
The sentences in my paper are clear and delightful to read
aloud.
 Some sentences are long and stretchy, while some
are short and snappy.
 It’s easy to read my paper aloud. I love the sound.
 Sentence beginnings vary; they show how ideas
connect.
 You can tell that I have good “sentence sense”
because my paper just flows.
 All the excess baggage has been cut. I’ve economized
words.

5 Paper: Mostly Correct
There are very few errors in my paper; it wouldn’t take long to
get this ready to publish.
 I have used capitals correctly.
 Periods, commas, exclamation marks, and quotation
marks are in the right places.
 My spelling is accurate.
 Every paragraph is indented to show where a new
idea begins.
 My grammar/usage is consistent and shows control.

3 Paper: Routine and Functional
Some sentences are choppy or awkward, but most are clear.
 Some of my sentences are smooth and natural, but
others are halting.
 Sentences beginnings are more alike than different.
 I need to add linking words (Therefore. . . Later. . . For
this reason. . . When this happened. . .) to show how
sentences connect.
 Some sentences should merge; others need to be cut
in two.
 I have used more words than necessary—I still need
to trim some deadwood.

3 Paper: About Halfway Home
A number of bothersome mistakes in my paper need to be
cleaned up before I am ready to publish.
 Spelling is correct on simple words. It may not always
be right on the harder words.
 Most sentences and proper nouns begin with capitals,
but a few have been overlooked.
 Paragraphs are present, but not all begin in the right
spots.
 A few problems with grammar and punctuation might
make a reader stumble or pause now and again.
 My paper reads like a first draft; I was more
concerned with getting my ideas down than making
sure all the editing was taken care of.

1 Paper: Needs Work
Because there isn’t enough “sentence sense” yet, this paper is
difficult to read aloud, even with practice.
 As I read my paper, I have to go back, stop, and read
over, just to figure out the sentences.
 I’m having a hard time telling where one sentence
stops and another begins.
 The sentence patterns in my paper are so repetitive
they might put my reader to sleep!
 I have to do quite a bit of oral editing (leaving some
words out, putting some others in) just to help the
listener get the meaning.

1 Paper: Not Under Control Yet
It would take a first reading to decode, and then a second
reading to get the meaning of my paper.
 Speling errer our commun, evin on simpl werds.
 My paper, have errors in punctuation! And grammar
that send the reader back two the beginning from a
sentence to sort thing out.
 I’ve got caPital Letters scattEred in All Over the plaCe
or noT at all.
 I haven’t gotten the hang of paragraphs yet.
 The truth is, I haven’t spent much time editing this
paper.

__________________________
Spandel, Vicki and Ruth Culham. The Student Friendly Guide to Writing with Traits. Portland: Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory,1994.
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This is one of the most common ways to set up and write an essay, but it is not the only way. Check with your teacher before you
begin writing to find out what type of paper you are to write and how you are to set it up.

Organization of Essay
Title ............................................................Use an interesting title

Introduction
Answers the
question, “What?”

........................................................ Opening sentence
........................................ Should focus in on the thesis
........................................................... Thesis statement

..................Idea #1

Body
Explains the “what”

..................Idea #2
..................Idea #3

All ideas should
support the thesis
statement in the
introduction.

............................. Thesis restated (in different words)

Conclusion
Answers the
question, “So what
is the point?”

......................... Develops the thesis toward a general,
broader final statement
............................................................. Final statement

The Keys to Better Organization in Writing
Methods of Organization






Order of Location: In this type of organization, the writer may describe the scene from side, bottom
to top, near to far, or inside to outside. The writer must use location words and phrases to help the
reader move from one area to another.
Order of Importance: In this type of organization, the writer goes from least important to most, or
from most important to least. The more effective of the two is to build form the least important
information or details to the most important that the writer wishes to emphasize.
Chronological Order: In this type of organization, the events are recorded in the order in which they
occur. This is the most effective organization for narrative paragraphs and for other paragraphs
developed through the use of an incident
Order of Comparison/Contrast: See Comparison/Contrast in Types of Writing, p.27.
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Types of Writing
Description
Descriptive writing employs the five senses: to see, hear, taste, smell, and feel. Good descriptions must be
clear, with a consistent point of view, and with details arranged carefully. It is usually desirable to work toward
creating a dominant impression and attitude on the subject in order to enhance the unity of the writing overall.
In an English class, a writer might describe a character in a short story. A significant battle in the Civil War could
be described in a history class. In a business education class, a student might describe the capabilities of a laptop
computer.
Process
The most familiar kind of process writing is the “how-to” paper, a step by step explanation of how to complete
a specific task. Process writing, in practical application, could become a set of instructions. To explain a process,
the writer must order ideas logically, providing transitions where needed to help clarify meaning. Possible
writing ideas could include how to fill out a tax return, refinish furniture, change a tire, rebuild an engine,
assemble a bicycle, prepare an entrée, or give a speech.
Persuasion
Persuasive writing is used to convince. Effective persuasion relies on clear reasoning and logic. To be convincing,
the writer must have good reasons for his or her beliefs and give specific examples in support. The argument
should show how the writer’s ideas would be better than other possibilities and anticipate objections from the
other side of the issue. It is good for the writer to cite statistics and use authoritative evidence to establish
credibility. A good conclusion will focus on what the writer wants the reader to do or think as a result of the
information presented.
Extended Definition
Extended definition works well when attempting to define abstract terms like love, hope, honesty, or
democracy. In defining a term, it is important to be both clear and accurate, using language appropriate for the
audience. A definition should identify the term clearly, identify the class to which the term belongs, and identify
the difference between this term and all others in the same class. For example, honesty (term to be defined) is
personal quality (class to which the term belongs) characterized by integrity, truth, and sincerity (difference
between honesty and other personal qualities). An extended definition could be developed by using specific
examples from the writer’s experience, by comparing the term to another, by analyzing a process, or by various
other methods.
Comparison/Contrast
Comparison writing explores two subjects and focuses on their similarities, contrast writing on their differences.
Sometimes writing of this kind will focus on both similarities and differences. In writing a paper of comparison
and/or contrast, the thesis should establish the central idea(s) to be compared and/or contrasted. To organize
further details, one possible method is a subject-by-subject pattern. To use this pattern, the writer discusses
one side of the subject completely and then discusses the other side. The writer should emphasize the same
points on both sides to give a fair comparison. Another method of development is the point-by-point pattern.
In this pattern, the writer establishes one or more points of comparison or contrast and then applies them to
each side of the subject.
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Cause and Effect
Cause and effect writing analyzes why something happens. It requires careful analysis and attention to detail.
Cause and effect writing usually falls into two categories: writing that focuses on the cause(s) or circumstance(s)
that leads to a result in a given situation, or writing that analyzes the effect(s) that might result from certain
causes or circumstances. Possible topics for cause and effect papers could propose answers to questions like
these: Why do people fear public speaking? What are the effects of the deterioration of the ozone layer?
Classification
Classification is a way of grouping things and sorting out relationships. Classifying experiences is a way of
understanding them, of putting into order what has been learned. To classify ideas, a writer divides the subject
into meaningful groups. In an English class, the writer could group novels according to a dominant theme. In
an America History class, the writer could group immigrants according to their native countries. In a biology
class, the writer could group animals according to their habitats. Classification helps the writer present a wellorganized discussion, allowing the reader to understand better the relationships within the overall topic.
________________________
Adapted from The Spartan Writing Style Handbook. Emporia, Ks: Emporia HS Sorenson, Sharon. Webster’s New World Student Writing
Handbook. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice, 1992.
Note: The types of writing described above could be used to develop the ideas of an entire piece of writing or a part of one. They
represent methods to present information systematically and logically for clear understanding.

Transitions
Chronological Order

Supporting Opinion

Comparison & Contrast

Organizing according
to time sequence

Supporting several different
ideas within the essay

Showing how things/ideas
resemble and differ
from each other

at
after
afterwards
at last
at the same time
at length
as soon as
before
by
during
early
earlier
first
finally
gradually
in a few minutes
immediately
later
last
meanwhile

first
second
third
equally important
in the first place
in addition
also
last
finally
likewise
besides
moreover
next
again
similarly
further
furthermore
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similarly
likewise
in the same manner
in a similar fashion
in the same way
in contrast
compared to
on the contrary
although
nevertheless
on the other hand
yet however
despite contrasted with
still
rather
instead of
but
whereas

Transitions Continued

Spatial Order

Cause and Effect

Introducing Details

Countering

Organizations based on
“where” something is

Analyzing a subject by
examining reasons for
specific actions, events,
consequences or results of
certain causes

Bringing in support
for an idea

An argument made to
oppose (counter)
another argument

aboard
at the foot
about
at the base
above
north
across
south
against
east
along
west
adjacent to
at a distance
among
at
behind
below
beneath
beside
bottom
beyond
by
close
down
farther
far
from
halfway
in front of
leading to
near
next to
opposite
parallel to
through
toward
there
here
under
up
upward
within
without
to the left
on the exterior

accordingly
as expected
as a result of
because
because of
brought about
caused by
consequently
due to
for this reason
gives rise to
if . . . then
in effect
leads to
made possible
since
so therefore
this results in
thus
was responsible for
when
whenever

previously stated
as evidence
for example
for instance
in the face of
in support of

although
but
even though
however
it may be your idea
I argue
I doubt
favor
I maintain
I question
on the contrary
on the other hand
nevertheless
yet

Adapted from Buck, Barbara, Patti Emley, Doris Fry, Denise Mott, and Constance Wray. Plug-in to Language Arts. Louisburg, Ks: USD
416, 1989
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Writing Terms
Audience: Those people who read or hear what you have written.
Body: The paragraphs between the introduction and conclusion which develop the main ideas of the writing.
Coherence: The arrangement of ideas in such a way that the reader can easily follow from one point to the
next.
Description: Writing which paints a colorful picture of a person, place, thing, or idea using concrete, vivid
details.
Edit: To proofread a piece of writing and make necessary changes to punctuation, grammar, and ideas.
Emphasis: Placing greater stress on the most important idea in a piece of writing by giving it special
treatment; emphasis can be achieved by placing the important idea in a special position, by repeating a
key word or phrase or by simply writing more about this idea than the others.
Essay: A piece of prose writing in which ideas on a single topic are presented, explained, argued, or described
in an interesting way.
Exposition: Writing which explains.
Extended definition: Writing which goes beyond a simple definition of a term in order to stress a point; it can
cover several paragraphs and include personal definitions and experiences, similes and metaphors,
quotations, and even verse.
Figurative language: Language which goes beyond the normal meaning of the words used; writing in which a
figure of speech is used to heighten or color the meaning.
Generalization: An idea or statement which emphasizes the general characteristics rather than the specific
details of a subject.
Inductive reasoning: Reasoning which leads one to a conclusion or generalization after examining specific
examples or facts; drawing generalizations from specific evidence.
Inverted sentence: A sentence in which the normal word order is inverted or switched; usually the verb
comes before the subject.
Limiting the subject: Narrowing the subject to a specific topic which is suitable for the writing or speaking
task.
Literal: The actual meaning of a word; language which means exactly what it appears to mean.
Narration: Writing which tells a story or recounts an event.
Paraphrase: To put someone else’s words into your own words without changing the meaning or inserting
opinion.
Personal narrative: Personal writing which covers an event in the writer’s life; it often contains personal
comments and observations as well as a description of the event.
Persuasion: Writing meant to change the way the reader thinks or acts.
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Plagiarism: To use the ideas or writings of another writer as one’s own.
Point of view: The position or angle from which a story is told.
Portfolio: A collection of student work that exhibits the student’s efforts, progress, and achievement.
Premise: A statement or point which serves as the basis of a discussion or debate.
Prose: The usual language of speech and writing; any language use that isn’t poetry.
Purpose: The specific reason a person has for writing; the goal of writing.
Revision: Changing a piece of writing to improve it in style or content.
Subjective: Thinking or writing which includes personal feelings, attitudes, and opinions.
Summary: A short restatement of the original source in your own words which includes the topic, main idea,
and details presented in the order of occurrence.
Syntax: The order and relationship of words in a sentence.
Theme: The central idea in a piece of writing (lengthy) writings may have several themes); a term used to
describe a short essay.
Thesis statement: A statement of purpose, intent, or main idea in an essay.
Tone: The writer’s attitude toward the subject; a writer’s tone can be serious, tongue-in-cheek, solemn,
objective, etc.
Transitions: Words or phrases which help tie ideas together.
Usage: The way in which people use language; language is generally considered to be standard (formal and
informal) or nonstandard. Only standard usage is acceptable in formal writing.
Vivid details: Details which appeal to the senses and help the reader see, feel, smell, taste, and hear the
subject.
______________________________
Adapted from Sebranek, Patrick, Vern Meyer, and Dave Kemper. Writers Inc. Burlington, WI: Write Source, 1989.
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Parts of Speech
According to the kind of work that words do in a sentence, all words are divided into eight classes called parts
of speech: noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection.
1. Noun: a word used to name a person, place, thing, or quality. (e.g. boy, desk, teacher, beauty) Example:
Then the man entered the room quietly
2. Pronoun:
a word used in place of a noun. (e.g. I, we, you, they, he, she, it, who)
Example: You should have told her that it was broken.
3. Verb: a word used to show action or to express a state of being. (e.g. study, play, rest, is, are)
Example: She sang the school song. (action verb) Example: We are happy with your work.
4. Adjective: a word used to describe or to limit a noun or pronoun. (e.g. red, blue, tall, beautiful)
Example: Faint heart never won fair lady!!
5. Adverb: a word used to modify the meaning of a verb, an adjective, or another adverb. (e.g. quickly, slowly,
skillfully, too, quite) Example: He suddenly threw the ball too fast. (Suddenly modifies the verb threw, too
modifies the adverb fast, and fast modifies the verb threw.)
6. Preposition: a word used to show the relationship between a noun or pronoun and some other word in the
sentence. (e.g. to, in, by, at, under, over, near, before) Example: Mother went into the store for some
bread.
7. Conjunction: a word used to connect words, phrases, and clauses within sentences. (e.g. and, or, but, while,
since, however) Example: Jill and Mary stayed home because they needed to study.
8. Interjection: a word used to express sudden emotion or feeling; it has no grammatical connection with the
sentence. (e.g. Oh!, Ah!, Darn!) Example: Wow! That sounds great to me.
___________________________
Adapted from Bellafiore, Joseph. English Language Arts Workbook. New York: AMSCO, 1971.
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Agreement of Subject and Verb
1. A verb must agree with its subject in person and number.
There were (not was) two pots on the stove. (subject is pots which is plural)
2. Remember that doesn’t is a contraction for does not; don’t is the contraction for do not. Does is the singular
form; do is the plural form.
3. Always use were with the subject you (whether singular or plural).
You were at the mall yesterday.
4. A compound subject joined by and requires a plural verb.
John and Mary are (not is) at home.
5. If two or more singular subjects are joined by or or nor, use a singular verb.
Either Tom or Henry is (not are) at fault.
6. If two subjects joined by or or nor are in the same person or number, the verb should agree with the
subject nearer to it.
Neither the girls nor Fred is (not are) at home
7. The following definite pronouns are singular: each, either, neither, one, everyone, anyone, nobody, each
one, no one, someone, everybody, somebody, anybody. They require singular verbs.
Neither of the boys was (not were) whistling.
8. The following indefinite pronouns are plural: several, both, few, many.
Both of the eggs were (not was) broken.
9. Nouns like the following are singular in meaning although plural in form: civics, physics, mathematics, news,
measles, United States, politics, series.
_________________________
Adapted from Bellafiore, Joseph. English Language Arts. New York: AMSCO, 1971

Agreement of Pronoun with its Antecedent
1. A pronoun must agree in number, gender, and person with its antecedent. The antecedent of a pronoun is
the word for which the pronoun stands.
The boy lost his sweater. (boy is the antecedent of his; therefore, it is
masculine, third person and singular)
2. Two or more antecedents connected by and require a plural pronoun.
Harry and Morris lost their (not his) way.
3. Two or more singular antecedents connected by or or nor require a singular pronoun.
Either Alice or Joan will bring her (not their) dictionary.
4. If two antecedents joined by or or nor are not in the same person or number, the pronoun must agree with
the nearer antecedent.
Neither they nor she paid her (not their) dues.
5. The following indefinite pronouns are singular, and the personal pronouns that refer to them should be
singular in number: everybody, everyone, anyone, someone, each, nobody, either, neither, one, no one.
__________________________
Adapted from Bellafiore, Joseph. English Language Arts. New York: AMSCO School Publications, Inc., 1971: 50-53.
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Words Commonly Confused or Misused
1. Accept Except 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

a verb meaning to “receive”
usually a preposition meaning “but”
 Everyone except Julia could accept the decision of the judges.
Advice an opinion or suggestions about what should be done
Advise to give an opinion
 Your friends can advise you, but you must decide whether to take their advice.
Affect to touch the emotions of
Effect something brought about by a cause or agent; result
 The illness will effect your health and the kindness shown by strangers during your illness will affect
your soul.
All ready - all prepared
Already - previously or earlier
 The buses are all ready to leave; one has already left for the game.
All together -everybody or everything together in the same place
Altogether -entirely
 The teacher called us all together to say that it was altogether too cold for class.
Brake something that slows or stops a moving vehicle
Break to shatter or smash
 If the brake on your car fails, you may break something that you run into.
Capital - a place where the seat of government is located
Capitol - a government building
 The capitol building in the state capital in Topeka is very attractive.
Choose - to select or pick
Chose selected or picked in the past
 I’m glad I chose this seat; which chair do you plan to choose for this class?
Coarse rough or crude
Course - a unit of study, a path, or a part of a meal
 She was removed from the course because of her coarse language.
Desert a dry area or region, to abandon or leave
Dessert - the last course in a meal
 Nothing is as refreshing as a cool dessert in the blazing desert sun.
Hear to take in sounds through the ear
Here in this place
 As soon as you hear the starting gun, run from here to the finish line.
Hole an open or hollow place
Whole entire or complete
 A large hole in your shirt can spoil the whole look of an outfit.
Its the possessive form of “it”, shows ownership
It’s contraction of “it is”
 Of course it’s dangerous to be in a car that has lost its brakes.
Knew past tense of know, understood
New not old
 The new teacher said that she already knew the name of every student in class.
Know to have knowledge or facts
No not at all, not any
 There is no way I will be able to know all the information for this test by tomorrow.
Loose not tight or free
Lose to misplace or not have any longer
 A loose thread can cause a person to lose a button.
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17.

Miner - a person who works in a mine (gold, diamond, coal, etc.)
Minor -

less important or smaller, a person not yet of legal age
 James’s paper about the life of a coal miner contained only a few minor errors.
18. Past just finished or ended
Passed - having gone by, having continued on
 Jason passed the hours reading about great explorers of the past.
19. Peace calmness and stillness
Piece a part of something
 A dispute over a tiny piece of land suddenly broke the peace between the countries.
20. Plain not fancy, simple or easy, a prairie or flat piece of land
Plane an airplane, a tool used for smoothing or shaping wood
 Looking down from the plane, we could clearly see the outlines of a large, green plain.
21. Principal - the most important or main one, the head of a school
Principle - a basic rule, truth or law
 The principal of our school believes in the principle that honesty is the best policy.
22. Quiet not loud, calm
Quite very or completely
 I was quite surprised that you remained quiet so long.
23. Right correct, not wrong, opposite of left
Write to form letters or words, usually with a pen or pencil
 Do you write with your right hand, or do you use your left?
24. Stationary - not moving, not movable
Stationery - writing paper or supplies
 Ed found a letter written on purple stationery under the stationary bleachers.
25. Than conjunction or preposition used in comparisons
Then at that time
 I like winter better than summer because it snows then.
26. Their possessive pronoun meaning “belonging to them”
They’re - contraction of “they are”
There at or in that place
 Since they’re the best batters in the league, their equipment over there is nice.
27. Threw past tense of throw, to toss
Through - from end to end
 Tom threw the ball through the plate glass window.
28. To preposition usually meaning “in the direction of”
Too very, also, or more than enough
Two #2
 Do you think it is too late for us to go and buy two tickets for the concert?
29. Weak not strong, feeble
Week seven consecutive days
 If you still feel weak by the end of the week, call me and I will get your homework.
30. Weather - the climate or condition of the air
Whether - a conjunction often meaning “if”
 Angela didn’t know whether or not to take an umbrella because of the weather.
31. Whose - possessive adjective or pronoun meaning of whom or of which
Who’s contraction of “who is” or “who has”
 I don’t know whose idea it was, but Tim is the one who’s taking the credit.
32. Your possessive of you
33. You’re contraction of “you are”
 Now that you’re doing so well in school, you should speak to your parent about a car.
Adapted from Goodman, Burton. Spelling Power. Providence, Rhode Island: Jamestown, 1987.
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Capitalization
1. Capitalize the titles of newspapers and magazines.
Newsweek
Glamour
Sports Illustrated
2. Capitalization should be used with proper nouns and adjectives, months of the year, days of the week,
secular and religious holidays, special events, storms, and battles.
Hurricane Anita
Yom Kippur
West High Pioneers
February
Norman Conquest
Carpenter Stadium
3. Do not capitalize the seasons of the year.
winter
spring
summer
fall
4. Capitalize specific geographic or place names and sections of a country, town, or city. Do not capitalize
the directions of the compass.
east
the East
Middle East
Pacific Northwest
northern Oregon
a Westerner
5. Do not capitalize the general part of a name in plural usage.
Arkansas River
Arkansas and Columbia rivers
6. Capitalize the names of political parties and specific government bodies.
Democratic Party
Republican Party
Wichita City Council
House of Representatives
Supreme Court
West High Student Council
7. Capitalize the names of races and nationalities.
Asian
German
African-American
Caucasian
Native American
Hispanic
8. Capitalize the complete names of schools, clubs, companies, or organizations. Do not capitalize the words
“school”, “club” or “company” when they are not used as part of a specific name.
New officers were elected to the French Club
Debbie Mortensen will be the club’s next president.
9. Capitalize the titles of religious books. Do not put these titles in quotes or italics. Do not underline them.
New Testament
Torah
Bhagavad-Gita
Koran
Bible
10. Capitalize the name of athletic teams.
The Pioneers beat the Grizzlies for the championship.
11. Capitalize one-word titles when they precede names of people. Do not capitalize titles that come after
the name.
Senator Nancy Kassebaum Bob Knight, mayor
Coach Paul Bryant
The exception to the above rule is any reference to the President or Vice President of the
United States. All references to these offices are capitalized.
12. Capitalize the abbreviations for academic degrees. When the degrees are spelled out, capitals are not
used.
B. A.
bachelor of arts
M. A.
master of arts
Ph. D.
doctor of philosophy
13. Capitalize the names of specific school subjects and the names of subjects derived from countries or
languages. The general names of subjects are not capitalized.
Biology I
biology
A. P. Chemistry
chemistry
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Basic Geometry
geometry
English
language arts
14. Do not capitalize the subject of a debate or resolution, except the first word.
Resolved, that a smoking area should be abolished
15. Capitalize the first, last, and all major words of a title for a book or paper.
The Advantages of Disadvantages of the Equal Rights Amendment
16. Capitalize the first word of a quotation if that quotation is at least one sentence. If the quotation is only
a word or phrase, then it is written without capitalization or any punctuation other than the quotation
marks.
Jeff Smith said, “We have made no plans yet.”
Jeff Smith said that he had “as yet” made no plans.

Numbers
1. Write as words all whole numbers from one to nine, and use numerals for all numbers 10 and over.
two
seven
43
768
2. Do not begin a sentence with a numeral. Spell it out or rewrite the sentence.
Wrong: 1976 was the year of the bicentennial celebration.
Right: The year 1976 was the year of the bicentennial celebration.
Wrong: 15 students were chosen for the team
Right: Fifteen students were chosen for the team.
3. Write as numerals, years, times, scores, amounts of money, days of the month, and street numbers.
1942
June 8, 1984
820 S. Osage
6:00 p.m.
$397.43
The score was 35-21.

Periods ( . )
1. Use a period after a declarative or an imperative sentence.
Wichita West High School is part of the Greater Wichita Athletic League.
2. To omit words from a quotation, use periods to indicate ellipses. At the beginning of a quoted sentence
and within a sentence, three periods are used to show an ellipsis. At the end of a quoted sentence, four
periods are used (three for the ellipsis, one for the final period of the sentence). The periods are enclosed
with the quotation marks.
Mrs. Smith said, “Tickets . . . Will be sold in the office . . . .”
3. Use a period after each letter of the abbreviation of the name of a person and some geographical
names.
J. F. K.
F. D. R.
I.M. Pei
L. A.
U. S. A.
4. Use periods with lower case abbreviations.
c.o.d.
m.p.h.
r.p.m.
a.m.
5. Use a period after Mr., Mrs., and Ms., but not after Miss or Roman numerals.
Mrs. Smiley
Ms. Myers
Mr. Joseph Johnson III
Mr. Brown
Miss Carpenter
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Colons ( : )
1. Use a colon after an independent clause to introduce a list.
Terry plans to take seven courses: history, English, psychology, math, French,
metals, and geometry.
2. Use a colon after the salutation in a business letter.
Dear Sir:
Dear Ms. Harris:
Gentlemen:
3. A colon is used to indicate the separation of time.
School gets out at 3:10 p.m.
He ran a marathon in 2:26:03.
4. Use a colon to introduce a formal quotation.
Perhaps Thomas Carlyle put it best when he wrote: “Originality is a thing we constantly
quarrel with.”

Parentheses ( )
1. Parentheses are used to set off incidental intrusive material from the main sentence.
John worked (and he should know better) throughout the night on the report.

Commas ( , )
1. Use commas to separate items in a series or list.
The band wore red, white, and blue in the parade on Independence Day.
The novels in Tolkein’s Lord of the Rings trilogy are The Fellowship of the Ring,
The Two Towers, and The Return of the King.
2. Use a comma before a conjunction that introduces a independent clause.
Clark Irwin leaned back, and the chair tipped over.
President Grant was honest, but many of his appointees were not.
3. Use a comma to set off interrupters in a sentence.
Suppose, for example, that you write about World War II.
4. Use a comma to set off introductory “yes” and “no,” mild exclamations, words of direct address, and
transitional introductory words such as however, nevertheless, anyway, and others.
Yes, I am going, too.
Dave, bring the book with you, please.
Nevertheless, Mark was there when the trouble started.
5. Use commas before and after a non-restrictive appositive (A non-restrictive appositive is not necessary to
complete the meaning of the sentence).
Thomas Jefferson, the third president of the United States, also founded the University
Virginia.
6. Use a comma after an introductory element.
In good writing, few punctuation errors exist.
Hoping to get even, we challenged them to another game.
7. Use a comma following the salutation of personal letters and following the closing phrase of all letters.
Dear Ernie, Dear Ms. Williams, Yours truly, Sincerely,
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8. Use a comma to set off the second and all following items in a date or address.
On September 1, 1987, Ward Lewis went out to buy a newspaper and disappeared.
The signed affidavits should be sent Tom Green and Company, 14888 S.E. McLoughlin
Boulevard, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 97222.
9. Use a comma to set off a speaker’s directly quoted words from the rest of the sentence.
Then he said, “I am innocent.”
“I can see,” he said, “that you don’t believe me.”
(Note: if the “he said” or similar expression comes between two sentences, then it must be
followed by a period or semicolon, not by a comma. “Try this book,” he said. “I think
you’ll like it.”
10. Use a comma for clarity.
Where she was, was no concern of mine.
11. Use a comma to set off questions at the end of a sentence.
You are coming, aren’t you?
12. Use a comma to separate contrasted sentence elements.
Fred, not Jim, was first in his class.
13. Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives modifying the same noun. (Note: If you can substitute
the word “and” for the comma, the adjectives are coordinate and the comma should be there.)
It was a quaint, old-fashioned, vine-covered bridge.
The novelist uses concise, concrete images.
14. Use a comma to set off sentence elements out of natural order.
That he would accept the money, none of us seriously doubted.
15. Use a coma after terms that introduce a series or examples.
Some of our presidents, e.g., Jefferson, J.Q. Adams, and Buchanan, had previously
been Secretary of State. (Note: “Such as” should not have a comma preceding or
following it.)
16. Use a comma to separate thousands in numbers of one thousand or over.
The sun is 93,000,000 miles from Earth.
(Note: An exception to this rule is a street address: He used to live at 18000 Kellogg Road.)

17. Use a comma to separate inverted names, phrases, etc., as in a bibliography, index, or catalog.
Mitchell, Karen
radios, portable
Persia, art in

Question Marks ( ? )
1. Use a question mark after a direct question.
How long do you plan to stay in the advertising profession?
Babe Ruth started out as a pitcher, didn’t he?
2. Do not use a question mark if the statement is truly not a question.
He asked me how I long I intended to stay.

Quotation Marks ( “ ” )
1. Use quotation marks to enclose someone’s exact words.
Ms. Smith said, “The choir is ready for the concert.”
2. Commas and periods are place inside the quotation marks.
“I can attend the game,” he said.
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3. Commas and periods go inside the quotation marks, as do question marks and exclamation points, when
they are part of the quotation.
“Does anyone have a pencil?” she asked.
4. Use a single quotation mark when a quotation is enclosed within a question.
“Everyone there voted ‘nay,’ ” he told me.
5. Both parts of a divided quotation are enclosed in quotation marks.
“Yes,” replied Lawrence, “she is my sister.”

Semicolons ( ; )
1. Use a semicolon to separate independent clauses not joined by a conjunction. The two should be clearly
related.
West High has about 1,500 students; it is a large school.
2. Use a semicolon to separate the main divisions of a series when commas are also used.
The team scores were West, 119; South, 108; and Northwest, 81.

Forming Possessives (s’ )
1. Form the possessive singular of nouns by adding s’s.
Charles’s friend
Burns’s poetry

the witch’s evil smile

Some exceptions to this rule are the possessives of ancient proper names ending in –is or -es; the possessive
of Jesus is Jesus’, for example, and such forms as for conscience’ sake or for righteousness’ sake. But forms
as Moses’ Law or Isis’ Temple are commonly replaced by:
The law of Moses
The Temple of Isis
2. Form the possessive plural of nouns ending with an “s” by adding only an apostrophe.
The boys’ hats
The dogs’ bowls
_________________________
Adapted from Strunk, William, and E. B. White. The Elements of Style. New York: Macmillan, 1959.

Punctuating Titles
1. Use italics for book titles, magazines, play titles, newspaper names, works of art, ships, album titles, and
foreign words and phrases. When handwritten, underline.
Centennial
The USS Constitution
The Wichita Eagle
Newsweek
coup de grace
The Mona Lisa
Romeo and Juliet
Tapestry
2. One-act plays, poems, short story titles, and titles of magazine articles are put in quotation marks.
“Monica”
“Mending Wall”
“Horseman in the Sky”
“Repairing Auto Sound Systems”
__________________________
Adapted from Goodman, Burton. Spelling Power. Providence: Jamestown Publishers, 1987.
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Doing a Research Assignment
Writing a research paper is like solving a mystery. Often you begin with a host of questions and some broad
opinions that you can’t really prove. As you do your research, you are like a detective tracking down clues,
finding bits of relevant information about your subject in a variety of sources. When you write, you put the
clues together, using your own judgment to shape the information into a coherent written picture.
However, a research paper is different from other compositions you have written. Because a research paper is
an in-depth expository essay in which you investigate, analyze, and evaluate your subject, it is longer than a
normal essay you may write for class. A research paper is also more formal and requires research into reliable
sources of information.
Gathering articles from popular magazines will not produce the in-depth information you need. Yet, simply
presenting page after page of research findings will not make a good research paper either. It is the next step,
analysis and evaluation, that makes a well-written research report. You have to use your own thinking and
judgment to shape the information you gather. In doing so, you can solve the mystery of your subject!

An effective research report . . .
 states the thesis and purpose of the paper in an introduction that stimulates the reader’s interest.
 develops the topic by providing key ideas in logical sequence, supported by relevant examples and concrete
details.
 draws information from a variety of sources and integrates them into a coherent whole.
 documents its sources clearly and correctly.
 expresses all idea and information in the report writer’s own words, except in the case of fully documented
direct quotations.
 uses exact quotations effectively.
_________________________
Adapted from Blau, Sheridan. The Writer’s Craft. Evanston: McDougal,, Littell, 1992.

Developing a Thesis
The thesis should do more than merely announce the topic; it must reveal what position you will take in relation
to that topic, and how you plan to analyze/evaluate the subject or the issue.
Avoid merely announcing your topic; your original and specific “angle” should be clear.
Original
In this paper, I will discuss the causes of the Civil War
Revised
The major cause of the Civil War was the South’s refusal to compromise on the issue of
slavery in the western territories.
Choose one narrow focus for development. Don’t split your energy between two bulky topics.
Original
The United Nations’ has major weaknesses and cannot preventa major war.
Revised
The organization of the United Nations makes it difficult to prevent a war between two
major powers.
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Avoid oversimplifying complex issues.
Original
Nuclear weapons should be banned.
Revised
Because of long-range impact on the environment, nuclear weapons should be banned.
Go beyond merely reporting a fact.
Original
Harding’s administration was rocked by scandal.
Revised
President Harding’s bad judgment was a major contributor to the scandals associated
with his administration.

Additional Tips
Your thesis should be limited to what can be accomplished in the specific number of pages. Shape your topic
so that you can get straight to the “meat” of it. Don’t settle for several pages of just skimming the
surface.
Avoid vague words such as interesting, negative, exciting, unusual, and difficult. Avoid abstract words such as
society.
Check to see if you need to define your terms (socialism, conventional, commercialism, society), and then decide
on the most appropriate place to do so.
Check the cause and effect relationships you set up, and make sure all potential confusion is eliminated.
Use your own words in a thesis; avoid quotations.

Preparing a Works Cited Page
 BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
Author Repeated in Paper
---.Shaliimar the Clown. New York: Random House, 2005
No Author
Art and Children. Chicago: Chicago Art Institute, 1993. [pamphlet]
One Author
Rushdie, Salman. Midnight’s Children. New York: Random House, 1981.
Two Authors
Kerrigan, William, and Gordon Braden. The Idea of Renaissance. Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 1989.
Book (with editor)
Johnston, Joy, ed. Countries of the World. New York: St. Martin’s, 1990.
 ENCYCLOPEDIAS
No Author
“Ozone.” Encyclopedia Americana. 1997 ed.
One Author
Sheehan, James. “Germany.” World book Encyclopedia. 2008 ed.
 PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
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Smith, Henry. Personal Interview. 27 October 2009.
 PERIODICALS
Magazine: No Author
“Business: Global warming’s boom town; Tourism in Greenland.” The Economist 26 May 2007:82
Magazine: One Author
Kane, Jean M. “The Migrant Intellectual and the Body of History: Salman Rushdie’s Midnight Children.
Contemporary Literature 37.1 (Spring 1996): 94-118.
Newspaper Article
Brubaker, Bill. "New Health Center Targets County's Uninsured Patients." Washington Post
24 May 2007: LZ01
 INTERNET
"Salmon Rusdie." eHow.com. 10 May 2011 <http://www.ehow.com/how_10727_salmanrushdie.html>.
 ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
 Students may wish to use easybib.com in preparing their Works Cited page.
 Additional questions regarding citing of sources may be found on http://owl.english.purdue.edu.
[Permission granted to Norma Lou Hilton, Librarian on 4/1/09]
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(Note: Due to limited space, the entire sample could not be printed.)

Top Margin = 1-inch
Double-space
the research
paper.
(Ctrl + 2)

Smith 1

Rod Smith
Mrs. Hernandez

Insert Last
Name and
“Page
Number”
in the
header

English 3
11 October 2009
Pickles and Noses – Snakes and Ladders: Midnight’s Children
Indent each
paragraph

Center the title

as a Statement of Post-Colonialism
Midnight’s Children, by Salman Rushdie, covers the time in history of
midnight on the day of India’s independence from England. Rushdie’s main
character, Saleem Sinai, was born at midnight of this historic day, feeling as if he
were “handcuffed to history” (Rushdie 3). In fact, for Saleem, his life determines

Left Margin
1-inch

and changes history, as the letter sent at his birth from the Prime Minister states,
“We shall be watching over your life with the closest attention” (139).
Born in Bombay and educated in England, Rushdie often felt the “pain of
divided
loyalties” (Ray 4). With the telling of Saleem’s story, Rushdie uses this feeling of
division, indicating a difficulty for Saleem to find a true identity. Within his story,
Rushdie intersperses real historical events and famous persons. However, he adds
details and characters that appear to the reader as real. In an interview, Rushdie
states, “I think of fantasy as a method of producing intensified images of reality”
(Haffenden 25).
Bottom Margin = 1-inch
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Right Margin
1-inch

Smith 2

However, to truly understand this novel, one must have an
understanding of post-colonialism. Ania Loomba states,
The prefix ‘post’ implies an aftermath in two senses . . . it is
the second implication which critics of the term have found
contestable: if the inequities of colonial rule have not been
erased, it is perhaps premature to proclaim the demise of
colonialism. A country may be both postcolonial and neocolonial (in the sense of remaining economically and/or
culturally dependant) at the same time (7).

Smith 10

Works Cited
References are in
alphabetical order.
Double-spaced with a
1/2-inch hanging indent

Haffenden, John. “Salman Rushdie.” In Novelists in Interview.
London: Methuen, 1985.
Loomba, Ania. Personal Interview. 27 October 2005.
Ray, Mohit K. and Rama Kundu. “General Preface.” In Salman
Rushdie: Critical Essays. Ed. Mohit K Ray and Rama
Kundu. New Delhi: Atlantic, 2006.
Rushdie, Salman. Midnight’s Children. New York: Random House,
1981.

Works Cited listing should be on a page of its own. Insert a “page break” to make
it the last page of the research paper.
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MLA (Modern Language Association) Report Format
for Research Papers
Steps to setting up for MLA format in Microsoft Office Word 2007:
1. The default margins in Word 2007 are already set at 1-inch.
 If they are not, click on the “Page Layout” ribbon and select “Margins.” Click on “Normal.” All
margins will set to 1”.
2. To insert your last name in the header:
 Click on the “Insert” ribbon
 Click on the “Header” button
 Click on “Edit Header” at the bottom to open the header
 Press the “Tab” twice (it goes to the right aligned tab at the right)
 Next type your Last Name followed by a space
3. To insert automatic page numbers:
 Click on the “Insert” ribbon.
 Click on the “Page Number” arrow
 Click on “Current Position”
 Select “Plain Number” (Make sure you still have a space between your last
name and the page number. This will automatically number your pages.)
5. Close out the header, when finished by double-clicking in the middle of the page. This will return you to
the body of the report.
6. Double-space your entire report (Ctrl + 2). To do this, your cursor should be out of the header and in the
actual body of the report. Change the spacing to double-spacing for the body of the MLA report by
holding down “Ctrl” while pressing the number 2 key.
7. Start your report with the following information:

Last Name 1

Student Name
Teacher Name
Class Name
Date (day month year)
Title of Your Report
Center your title by clicking on the “center alignment” button. To type your
paragraphs, turn off the centering function. Indent each new paragraph by pressing the
“tab” key.
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Personal Business Letter Format

Top Margin = 2-inches

Left Margin
1-inch

Your Street Address
Wichita, KS 67203
Current Date (QS) (Spelled out long—no abbreviations)
¶
¶
¶
Admissions Department
110 College Court
Anytown, US 54321 (DS)
¶
Dear Sir or Madam: (DS)
¶
This is a sample letter for students to use as a guide when typing personalbusiness letters. You will need to change the top margin of the document to
2” and use the default side margins of 1-inch. To change margins, go to the
Page Layout ribbon, click Margins, and select Custom Margins. (DS)
¶
Students will be expected to do a spell check and a print preview of all work
before sending it to the printer. Students will be guaranteed a successful
learning experience by following these guidelines. (DS)
¶
Sincerely, (QS)
¶
¶
¶
Your Name
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Right Margin
1-inch

Memo Format
Top Margin = 2-inches

Left Margin
1-inch

TO: (tab, tab)
Bea Happie (DS)
¶
FROM: (tab)
Your Name (DS)
¶
DATE: (tab)
Current Date (DS) (Spelled out long—no abbreviations)
¶
SUBJECT: (tab) Proper Format for Typing Memos (DS)
¶
This is a sample memorandum for students to use as a guide when typing
memos. You will need to change the top margin of the document to 2”
and use the default side margins of 1-inch. To change margins, go to the
Page Layout ribbon, click Margins, and select Custom Margins. (DS)
¶
In this memo format, capitalize TO, FROM, DATE, and SUBJECT. These
words are all double-spaced. Press the “tab” key to line information up
after each of the words. The paragraphs are single-spaced and typed in
block format. Double-space between the paragraphs. (DS)
¶
Students will be expected to do a spell check and a print preview of all
work before sending it to the printer. Students will be guaranteed a
successful learning experience by following these guidelines.
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Right Margin
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Resume Sample

Pat Pioneer
1234 W. High  Wichita, Kansas 67213
(H) 316-555-9876  (C) 316-555-0999
jpioneer2013@gmail.com
OBJECTIVE
Looking for part-time employment while continuing my education.
EDUCATION
Wichita High School West  820 S. Osage  Expect to graduate, May 2014

Business & Culinary Arts Academy – Marketing Strand
WORK EXPERIENCE
Skate Attendant – January 2012 to present
Carousel Skate Center, 312 N. West St., Wichita, Kansas 67203  316-555-0987

Operate concessions – exchange money and use math skills to accurately make change,
prepare and serve food

Customer service – prepare refreshments and serve customers for birthday parties,
courteous attention given to customer needs at skate and prize counters

Housekeeping – vacuum, wipe tables, windows, games, facilities, and concessions at the end
of each skate session
Child Care Provider
Self-employment

Supervised children's safety and wellbeing with age appropriate activities

Prepared nutritional meals and snacks

Demonstrated responsibility, patience, and dependability












SKILLS
CPR and First Aide Certified
CNA Certification
Spanish – 2 years high school
Team player – work cooperatively with others
Strong integrity – dependable; punctual, motivated to work
Communicate well, both verbally and in writing
Maintain a positive attitude and a good appearance
Good leadership ability – know how to manage myself
Fast learner – enjoy learning new things
Willing to accept responsibilities
Computer knowledge – Microsoft Word, Excel, Access, and PowerPoint on both PC and Mac
ACTIVITIES

Music - Concert Choir and Women’s Ensemble.

Recipient of Music Letter and Awards

Recipient of Academic Letter

Honor Roll – 3 years

Business & Hospitality Student of the Month, April 2012
REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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Writing a Cover Letter
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2
II A

3
III B

4
IV B

5
VB

6
VI B

1
H
1.00794
Hydrogen

7
VII B

8
VIII B

Page 89

4
Be
9.01218
Beryllium

11
Na
22.9897
Sodium

12
Mg
24.305
Magnesium

19
K
39.0983
Potassium

20
Ca
40.078
Calcium

21
Sc
44.9559
Scandium

22
Ti
47.88
Titanium

23
V
50.9415
Vanadium

37
Rb
85.4678
Rubidium

38
Sr
87.62
Strontium

39
Y
88.9059
Yttrium

40
Zr
91.22
Zirconium

41
Nb
92.9064
Niobium

72
Hf
178.49
Hafnium

73
Ta
180.948
Tantalum

74
W
183.85
Tungsten

75
Re
186.207
Rhenium

76
Os
190.2
Osmium

104
Rf
261.11
Rutherfordium

105
Db
262.61
Dubnium

106
Sg
263.12
Seaborgium

107
Bh
262.12
Bohrium

108
Hs
(269)
Hassium

87
Fr
(223)
Francium

10
VIII B

11
IB

12
II B

13
III A

14
IV A

15
VA

16
VI A

17
VII A

56
Ba
137.33
Barium
88
Ra
226.025
Radium

5
B
10.811
Boron

6
C
12.011
Carbon

7
N
14.0067
Nitrogen

8
0
15.9994
Oxygen

9
F
18.9984
Fluorine

10
Ne
20.179
Neon

13
Al
26.9815
Aluminum

14
Si
28.0855
Silicon

15
P
30.9737
Phosphorus

16
S
32.066
Sulfur

17
Cl
35.453
Chlorine

18
Ar
39.948
Argon

Key
 Atomic Number
 Chemical Symbol
 Average Atomic Mass
 Element’s Name

1
H
1.00794
Hydrogen

57
La
138.906
Lanthanum
89
Ac
227.028
Actinium

Lanthanide
Series
(After La, #57)

58
Ce
140.12
Cerium

Actinide
Series
(After Ac, #89)

90
Th
232.038
Thorium

24
Cr
51.996
Chromium

25
Mn
54.9380
Manganese

42
43
44
Mo
Tc
Ru
95.94
(98)
101.07
Molybdenum Technetium Ruthenium

59
60
61
Pr
Nd
Pm
140.908
144.24
(145)
Praseodymium Neodymium Promethium

91
Pa
231.036
Protactinium

26
Fe
55.847
Iron

92
U
238.029
Uranium

93
Np
237.048
Neptunium

18
VIII A
2
He
4.00260
Helium

Periodic Table

3
Li
6.941
Lithium

55
Cs
132.905
Cesium

9
VIII B

27
Co
58.9332
Cobalt

28
Ni
58.69
Nickel

29
Cu
63.546
Copper

30
Zn
65.38
Zinc

31
Ga
69.72
Gallium

32
Ge
72.59
Germanium

33
As
74.9216
Arsenic

34
Se
78.96
Selenium

35
Br
79.904
Bromine

36
Kr
83.80
Krypton

45
Rh
102.906
Rhodium

46
Pd
106.42
Palladium

47
Ag
107.868
Silver

48
Cd
112.41
Cadmium

49
In
114.82
Indium

50
Sn
118.69
Tin

51
Sb
121.75
Antimony

52
Te
127.60
Tellurium

53
I
126.905
Iodine

54
Xe
131.29
Xenon

77
Ir
192.22
Iridium

78
Pt
195.08
Platinum

79
Au
196.967
Gold

80
Hg
200.59
Mercury

81
Tl
204.383
Thallium

82
Pb
207.2
Lead

83
Bi
208.98
Bismuth

84
Po
(209)
Polonium

85
At
(210)
Astatine

86
Rn
(222)
Radon

113
Nh
(286)
Nihonium

114
Fl
(289)
Flerovium

109
110
111
112
Mt
Ds
Rg
Cn
(278)
(281)
(281)
(285)
Meitnerium Darmstadtium Roentgenium Copernicium

115
116
117
118
Mc
Lv
Ts
Og
(289)
(293)
(294)
(314)
Moscovium Livermorium Tennessine Oganessium

62
Sm
150.36
Samarium

63
Eu
151.96
Europium

64
Gd
157.25
Gadolinium

65
Tb
158.925
Terbium

66
Dy
162.50
Dysprosium

67
Ho
164.930
Holmium

68
Er
167.26
Erbium

69
Tm
168.934
Thulium

94
Pu
(244)
Plutonium

95
Am
(243)
Americium

96
Cm
(247)
Curium

97
Bk
(247)
Berkelium

98
Cf
(251)
Californium

99
Es
(252)
Einsteinium

100
Fm
(257)
Fermium

101
Md
(258)
Mendelevium
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70
Yb
173.04
Ytterbium

71
Lu
174.967
Lutetium

102
103
No
Lr
(259)
(262)
Nobelium Lawrencium
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1
IA

Table of Electronegativities
1
IA

2
II A

3
III B

4
IV B

5
VB

6
VI B

7
VII B

8
VIII B

9
VIII B

10
VIII B

11
IB

12
II B

13
III A

14
IV A

15
VA

16
VI A

17
VII A

H
2.20

18
VIII A

He
(N/A)

Li
0.96

Be
1.50

B
2.02

C
2.56

N
2.81

O
3.37

F
Ne
4.00 (N/A)

Na
0.96

Mg
1.29

Al
1.63

Si
1.94

P
2.04

S
2.46

Cl
Ar
3.00 (N/A)

K
0.84

Ca
1.02

Sc
1.28

Ti
1.44

V
1.54

Cr
1.61

Mn
1.57

Fe
1.74

Co
1.79

Ni
1.83

Cu
1.67

Zn
1.60

Ga
1.86

Ge
1.93

As
2.12

Se
2.45

Br
Kr
2.82 (N/A)

Rb
0.85

Sr
0.97

Y
1.16

Zr
1.27

Nb
1.23

Mo
1.73

Tc
1.36

Ru
1.42

Rh
1.87

Pd
1.78

Ag
1.57

Cd
1.52

In
1.69

Sn
1.84

Sb
1.83

Te
2.03

I
Xe
2.48 (N/A)

Cs
0.82

Ba
0.93

Lu Hf
1.20 1.23

Ta
1.33

W
1.88

Re
1.46

Os
1.52

Ir
1.88

Pt
1.86

Au
1.98

Hg
1.72

Tl
1.74

Pb
1.87

Bi
1.76

Po
1.76

At
Rn
1.96 (N/A)

Fr
0.86

Ra
0.97

Lr

Rf

Db

Sg

Bh

Hs

Mt

Ds

Rg

Cn

Uut

Fl

Uup

Lv

Uus

Uuo

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

(Unk)

Lanthanides

La
1.09

Ce
1.09

Pr
1.10

Nd
1.10

Pm
1.07

Sm
1.12

Eu
1.01

Gd
1.15

Tb
1.10

Dy
1.16

Ho
1.16

Er
1.17

Tm
1.18

Yb
1.06

Actinides

Ac
1.00

Th
1.11

Pa
1.14

U
1.30

Np
1.29

Pu
Am
Cm
Bk
Cf
Es
Fm
Md
No
1.25 1.2 (est) 1.2 (est) 1.2 (est) 1.2 (est) 1.2 (est) 1.2 (est) 1.2 (est)) (Unk)

(Unk)

Table of
Common Polyatomic Ions
Name
Acetate
Ammonium
Bicarbonate
Bromate
Carbonate
Chlorate
Chlorite
Chromate
Cyanide
Dichromate
Hydroxide
Hypoiodate

Chemical
Formula
C2H3O2
NH4
HCO3
BrO3
CO3
ClO3
ClO2
CrO4
CN
Cr2O7
OH
IO

Charge
-1
+1
-1
-1
-2
-1
-1
-2
-1
-2
-1
-1

Name
Iodate
Nitrate
Nitrite
Oxalate
Perchlorate
Permanganate
Peroxide
Phosphate
Phosphite
Sulfate
Sulfite
Thiosulfate

Chemical
Formula
IO3
NO3
NO2
C2O4
ClO4
MnO4
O2
PO4
PO3
SO4
SO3
S2O3
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Chemical
Prefixes
Charge
-1
-1
-1
-2
-1
-1
-2
-3
-3
-2
-2
-2

Prefix
MonoDiTriTetraPentaHexaHeptaOctaNonaDeca-

Meaning
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Common Equations and Values
Used in Science Classes
Linear Motion and Force
x
t
v
a
t

vavg 

v f  vi

vavg 

1
(v f  vi )t
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x  vi t  at 2
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Work, Power, Energy, and Temperature
W  Fx

PEe 

1
kx 2
2

K  o C  273
o
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P
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Circular Motion and Force
360o = 2π
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Gravitational
Acceleration
on Earth
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a g  9.81

m
s2

e

nt

Light and Electricity
T

1
f

f 

v  f

I

1
T

T  2

Felectric  k c

Q
t

q1q2
r2

R

L
ag

V
I

Chemistry Equations
P1V1  P2V2

V1 T1

V2 T2

V1 P1 V2 P2

T1
T2

D

PV  nRT

Ptotal  P1  P2  P3  

%error 

P1 P2

T1 T2
D1T1 D2T2

P1
P2

m
V

RategasA
RategasB

ExperimentalValue  ActualValue
x100%
ActualValue

Common Values used in Science
OK
273 oC

Standard Pressure

760 mm Hg
760 Torr
1.000 atm
101.3 kPa

22.4 L @ STP

Avogadro’s Number

6.022 x 1023

R  0.0821

L * atm
mol * K

Gravitational Constant

G  6.673x10 11
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Nm 2
kg 2



mgasA
mgasB

Essential Engineering Information

Laws of Boolean Algebra

Rules of Boolean Algebra

Commutative

Addition: A + B = B + A
Multiplication: A B = B A

Associative

Addition: A + (B+C) = (A+B) + C
Multiplication: A(BC) = (AB)C

Distributive

A(B+C) = AB + AC
(A + B)(C + D) = AC+BC+AD+BD
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A+0=A
A+1=1
A+A=A
A+A=1
A·0=0
A·1=A
A·A=A
A·A=0

A=A
A + AB = A
A + AB = A + B
A + AB = A + B
(A + B)(A + C) = A + BC

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL), First Definition
In any closed loop, the sum of the voltages is always equal to zero.
Mathematical formula: VS - VR1 - VR2 - VR3 = 0
VS = Voltage Source

VR1 = Voltage across R1

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL), Second Definition
In any closed loop, the sum of the sources is equal to the sum of the voltage drops.
Mathematical Formula:
VS = Voltage Source

VS1 + VS2 = VR1 + VR2 + VR3
VR1 = Voltage drop of R1

Kirchhoff’s Current Law, First Definition
The sum of all the currents entering and leaving a node is always equal to zero.
Mathematical formula: IS - I1 - I2 - I3 = 0
IS = current produced by source
I1 , I2 , I3 = currents through users of energy, such as resistors

Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL), Second definition
In a node, the sum of the currents entering the node is equal to the sum of the currents
leaving the node.

Ohm’s Law

Volts

Amps

Ohms
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Common Core Standards Vocabulary
Addition and subtraction within 10, 20, or 100. Addition or subtraction of whole numbers with
whole number answers, and with sum or minuend at most 10, 20, or 100. Example: 8 + 2 = 10 is
an addition within 10, 14 – 5 = 9 is a subtraction within 20, and 55 – 18 = 37 is a subtraction within
100.
Additive inverses. Two numbers whose sum is 0 are additive inverses of one another. Example:
3/4 and – 3/4 are additive inverses of one another because 3/4 + (– 3/4) = (– 3/4) + 3/4 = 0.
Box plot. A method of visually displaying a distribution of data values by using the median,
quartiles, and extremes of the data set. A box shows the middle 50% of the data.3
Complex fraction. A fraction A/B where A and/or B are fractions.
Congruent. Two plane or solid figures are congruent if one can be obtained from the other by a
sequence of rigid motions (rotations, reflections, and translations).
Counting on. A strategy for finding the number of objects in a group without having to count
every member of the group. For example, if a stack of books is known to have 8 books and 3 more
books are added to the top, it is not necessary to count the stack all over again; one can find the
total by counting on—pointing to the top book and saying ―eight,‖ following this with ―nine,
ten, eleven. There are eleven books now.‖
Decade word. A word referring to a single-digit multiple of ten, as in twenty, thirty, forty, etc.
Dot plot. A method of visually displaying a distribution of data values where each data value is
shown as a dot or mark above a number line. Also known as a line plot.4
Dilation. A transformation that moves each point along the ray through the point emanating
from a fixed center, and multiplies distances from the center by a common scale factor.
Empirical probability model. A probablity model based on a data set for a random process in
which the probability of a particular type or category of outcome equals the percentage of data
points included in the category. Example: If a coin is tossed 10 times and 4 of the tosses are
Heads, then the empirical probability of Heads in the empirical probability model is 4/10
(equivalently 0.4 or 40%).
Equivalent fractions. Two fractions a/b and c/d that represent the same number.
Expanded form. A multidigit number is expressed in expanded form when it is written as a sum
of single-digit multiples of powers of ten. For example, 643 = 600 + 40 + 3.
First quartile. For a data set with median M, the first quartile is the median of the data values
less than M. Example: For the data set {1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 22, 120}, the first quartile is 6.5
See also median, third quartile, interquartile range.
Fraction. A number expressible in the form a/b where a is a whole number and b is a positive
whole number. (The word fraction in these standards always refers to a nonnegative number.)
See also rational number.
Independently combined probability models. Two probability models are said to be combined
independently if the probability of each ordered pair in the combined model equals the product
of the original probabilities of the two individual outcomes in the ordered pair.
Integer. A number expressible in the form a or –a for some whole number a.
Interquartile Range. A measure of variation in a set of numerical data, the interquartile range is
the distance between the first and third quartiles of the data set. Example: For the data set {1, 3,
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6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 22, 120}, the interquartile range is 15 – 6 = 9. See also first quartile, third
quartile.
Laws of arithmetic. See Table 3 in this Glossary.
Line plot. See dot plot.
Mean. A measure of center in a set of numerical data, computed by adding the values in a list
and then dividing by the number of values in the list.6 Example: For the data set {1, 3, 6, 7, 10,
12, 14, 15, 22, 120}, the mean is 21.
Mean absolute deviation. A measure of variation in a set of numerical data, computed by adding
the distances between each data value and the mean, then dividing by the number of data values.
Example: For the data set {2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 22, 120}, the mean absolute deviation is 20.
Median. A measure of center in a set of numerical data. The median of a list of values is the value
appearing at the center of a sorted version of the list—or the mean of the two central values, if
the list contains an even number of values. Example: For the data set {2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15,
22, 90}, the median is 11.
Multiplication and division within 100. Multiplication or division of whole numbers with whole
number answers, and with product or dividend at most 100. Example: 72 8 = 9.
Multiplicative inverses. Two numbers whose product is 1 are multiplicative inverses of one
another. Example: 3/4 and 4/3 are multiplicative inverses of one another because 3/4 4/3 = 4/3
3/4 = 1.
Properties of equality. See Table 4 in this Glossary.
Properties of inequality. See Table 5 in this Glossary.
Properties of operations. Associativity and commutativity of addition and multiplication,
distributivity of multiplication over addition, the additive identity property of 0, and the
multiplicative identity property of 1.See Table 3 in this Glossary.
Probability. A number between 0 and 1 used to quantify likelihood for processes that have
uncertain outcomes (such as tossing a coin, selecting a person at random from a group of people,
tossing a ball at a target, testing for a medical condition).
Rational number. A number expressible in the form a/b or – a/b for some fraction a/b. The
rational numbers include the integers.
Related fractions. Two fractions are said to be related if one denominator is a factor of the
other.7
Rigid motion. A transformation of points in space consisting of one or more translations,
reflections, and/or rotations. Rigid motions are here assumed to preserve distances and angle
measures.
Sample space. In a probability model for a random process, a list of the individual outcomes that
are to be considered.
Scatter plot. A graph in the coordinate plane representing a set of bivariate data. For example,
the heights and weights of a group of people could be displayed on a scatter plot.8
Similarity transformation. A rigid motion followed by a dilation.
Tape diagrams. Drawings that look like a segment of tape, used to illustrate number
relationships. Also known as strip diagrams, bar models or graphs, fraction strips, or length
models.
Teen number. A whole number that is greater than or equal to 11 and less than or equal to 19.
Third quartile. For a data set with median M, the third quartile is the median of the data values
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greater than M. Example: For the data set {2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 22, 120}, the third quartile is
15. See also median, first quartile, interquartile range.
Uniform probability model. A probability model in which the individual outcomes all have the
same probability (1/N if there are N individual outcomes in the sample space). If a given type of
outcome consists of M individual outcomes, then the probability of that type of outcome is M/N.
Example: if a uniform probability model is used to model the process of randomly selecting a
person from a class of 32 students, and if 8 of the students are left-handed, then the probability
of randomly selecting a left-handed student is 8/32 (equivalently 1/4, 0.25 or 25%).
Whole numbers. The numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, …
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Fractions, Decimals, Percentages, Square
Roots, Multiplication Table, Symbols,
Conversion Table
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Geometry

99

Trigonometry
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SCIENTIFIC ROOT WORDS, PREFIXES, AND SUFFIXES
1.

a-; an-

2.

ab-

3.

not; without; lacking; deficient

35. bene-

well; good

away from; out from

36. bi- (Latin)

two; twice

acou-; acous-

hear

37. bio- (Greek)

life; living

4.

ad-

to; toward

38. bronch-

windpipe

5.

adip-

fat

39. calor-

heat

6.

aero-

air

40. capill-

hair

7.

agri-

field; soil

41. capit-

head

8.

alb-

white

42. carcin-

cancer

9.

alg-; -algia

pain

43. cardi-

heart

10. alto-

high

44. carn-

meat

11. ambi-

both

45. carpal-

wrist

12. amni-

fetal membrane

46. cata-

breakdown

13. amphi-

both

47. caud-

tail

14. amyl-

starch

48. -cell-

small room

15. andro-

man; masculine

49. centi-

100, hundredth

16. ang-

choke; feel pain

50. cephal-

head

17. angi-

blood vessel; duct

51. cerebr-

brain

18. ante-

before; ahead of

52. cervic-

neck

19. anter-

front

53. chlor(o)-

green

20. anti-

against; opposite

54. chrom-

color

21. anthrop-

human

55. chron-

time

22. aqua-

water

56. -cid-, -cide

kill

23. archaeo-

primitive; ancient

57. circa-; circum-

around; about

24. -ary; -arium

denotes a place for

58. co-

with; together

25. arthro-

joint; articulation

59. contra-

against

26. -ase

enzymes

60. crani-

skull

27. aster-; astr-

star

61. -cul-; -cule

small; diminutive

28. ather-

fatty deposit

62. cumul-

heaped

29. atmo-

vapor

63. cuti-

skin

30. audi-

hear

64. cyan-

blue

31. auto-

self

65. -cycle; cycl-

ring; circle

32. avi-

bird

66. -cyst-

sac; pouch; bladder

33. bacter-; bactr-

bacterium

67. cyt-; -cyte

cell

34. baro-

weight

68. dactyl-

finger
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69. de-

away from; down, remove

106. fract-

break

70. deca-

ten

107. -gam-

marriage

71. deci-

tenth, 10

108. gastr-

stomach

72. demi-

half

109. geo-

land; earth

73. dent-

tooth

110. -gen; -gine

produce, make

74. derm-

skin

111. gluc-; glyc-

sweet; sugar

75. deut-

two

112. glut-

buttock

76. di-; diplo- (Latin)

two; double

113. -gon

angle; corner

77. dia- (Greek)

through; across

114. -grad-

step

78. din-

terrible

115. -gram; graph

record; writing

79. dis-

apart; out

116. gymno-

naked; bare

80. –dont

tooth

117. gyn-

female

81. dorm-

sleep

118. gyr-

ring; circle; spiral

82. dors-

back

119. -hal-; -hale

breathe; breath

83. du-; duo-

two

120. halo-

salt

84. -duct

lead

121. hecto-

hundred

85. dys-

bad; abnormal

122. -helminth-

worm

86. ecto-

out of; outer

123. hema-; hemo

blood

87. eco-

ecology, environment

124. hemi-

half

88. -elle

small

125. hepat-

liver

89. -emia

blood

126. herb-

grass; plants

90. endo-; ent-

in; into; within

127. hetero-

different; other

91. encephal-

brain

128. hex-

six

92. enter-

intestine; gut

129. hibern-

winter

93. entom-

insects

130. holo

whole, entire

94. epi-

upon; above; over

131. homo- (Latin)

man; human

95. erythro-

red

132. homo- (Greek)

same; alike

96. eu-

good; true; normal

133. hort-

garden

97. ex-, exo-

out of; away from

134. hydro-

water

98. extra-

beyond; outside

135. hydrate

water

99. fauna

animal

136. hygro-

moist; wet

100. ferro-

iron

137. hyper-

above; too much; over

101. fiss-

split; divided into

138. hypno-

sleep

102. flagell

whip

139. hypo-

below; under; less

103. flora

plant life

140. hyster-

womb; uterus

104. flori-

flower

141. -iasis

disease; abnormal condition

105. foli-

leaf

142. ichthy-

fish
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143. ign-

fire

180. mis-

wrong; incorrect

144. infra-

below; beneath

181. mono-

one; single

145. inter-

between

182. mort-

death

146. intra-

within; inside

183. -mot-

move

147. -ism

a state or condition

184. morph-

shape; form

148. iso-

equal; same

185. multi-

many

149. -ist

person who deals with...

186. mut-

change

150. -itis

inflammation; disease

187. myc-

fungus

151. -kary-

cell nucleus

188. myria-

many

152. kilo-

thousand

189. nas-

nose

153. kine-

move

190. necr-

corpse; dead

154. lachry-

tear

191. neo-

new; recent

155. lact-

milk

192. nephro-

kidney

156. lat-

side

193. neur-

nerve

157. leuc-; leuk-

white; bright; light

194. noct-;

night

158. lip-; lipo-

fat

195. -nom-; -nomy

ordered knowledge; law

159. lith-; -lite

stone

196. non-

not

160. -logist

one who studies...

197. ocul-

eye

161. -logy

study of...

198. oct-

eight

162. lumin-

light

199. olf-

smell

163. -lys-; -lyt-

destroy; split

200. oligo-

few; little

164. macro-

large

201. -oma

abnormal condition; tumor

165. mal

bad

202. omni-

all

166. mamm-

breast

203. onc-

mass; tumor

167. marg-

border; edge

204. oo-

egg

168. marin

sea

205. opt-

eye

169. mast-

breast

206. ornith-

bird

170. mater-

mother

207. orth-

straight; correct

171. med-

middle

208. -osis

abnormal condition

172. mega-

great

209. oste-

bone

173. mela-; melan-

black; dark

210. oto-

ear

174. -mer

part; segment

211. ov-

egg

175. mes-

middle; half;

212. pachy-

thick

176. met-; meta-

between;

213. paleo-

old; ancient

177. -meter;

measurement

214. pan-

all

178. micro-

small; millionth

215. parthen-

virgin

179. milli-

thousandth

216. pater-

father
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217. path-; -pathy

disease; suffering

254. rhin-

nose

218. -ped-

foot

255. rhiz-

root

219. -ped-

child

256. roto-

wheel

220. pent-

five

257. rubr-

red

221. peri-

around

258. sacchar-

sugar

222. permea-

pass; go

259. sapr-

rotten

223. phag-, phago-

eat

260. saur-

lizard

224. -phil-

loving; fond of

261. schis-; schiz-

split; divide

225. -phob-

fear

262. sci-

know

226. phon-; -phono

sound

263. scler-

hard

227. photo-

light

264. -scop-

look; see

228. -phyll

leaf

265. -scribe; -script

write

229. phyt-; -phyte

plant

266. semi-

half; partly

230. pino-

drink

267. sept-

partition; seven

231. –plasty

molding, shaping

268. -septic

infection; putrefaction

232. platy-

flat

269. sext-

six

233. pleur-

lung; rib

270. -sis

condition; state

234. pneumo-

lungs; air

271. sol-

sun

235. -pod

foot

272. som-; somat-; -some

236. poly-

many; several

273. somni-

sleep

237. post-

after; behind

274. son-

sound

238. pre-

before; ahead of

275. -sperm-

seed

239. prim-

first

276. -spher-

ball; round

240. pro-

forward; favoring; before

277. spir-; -spire

breathe

241. proto-

first; primary

278. -stasis

placement; staying

242. pseudo-

false; fake

279. stell-

stars

243. psych-

mind

280. stern-

chest

244. pter-

wings

281. stom-; -stome

mouth

245. pulmo-

lung

282. strat-

layer

246. pyr-

heat; fire

283. sub-

under; below

247. quad-

four

284. super-

over; above; on top

248. quin-

five

285. sym-; syn-

together

249. re-

again; back

286. tarso-

ankle

250. ren-

kidney

287. tax-

arrange; put in order

251. retro-

backward, behind

288. tele-

far off; distant

252. -rrhage

burst forth

289. telo-

end

253. -rrhea

flow

290. terr-

earth; land

body
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291. tetra-

four

328.

292. -therm-

heat

329.

293. -tom-

cut; slice

330.

294. toxic-

poison

331.

295. trache-

windpipe

332.

296. trans-

across

333.

297. tri-

three

334.

298. -trop-

turn; change

335.

299. -troph-

nourishment; feeding

336.

300. turb-

whirl

301. ultra-

beyond

302. uni-

one

303. vas-

vessel

304. ventr-

belly; underside

305. vig-

strong

306. -vor-, -vore

devour; eat

307. xanth-

yellow

308. xero-

dry

309. zo-; -zoa

animal

310. zyg-

joined together

311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
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Performance Assessment Lab Report
Instructions for West High
Pre-Lab Work
Lab Name:
 A couple of descriptive words that relate directly to the experiment.
Introduction:
 Written in paragraph form using correct grammar and spelling.
 State the problem (What needs to be solved)
 Include prior knowledge about the problem (Gather facts, make initial observations, research)
 Information gathered requires a minimum of four (4) different sources from a minimum of three (3)
different formats, in which only one source can be an encyclopedia
Variables:
 Independent variable: The one change made in the experiment by the experimenter
 Dependent variable: The result(s) obtained by changing the independent variable
 Constants: The items or conditions that stay the same
 Control: The starting point that is the reference point for the experiment’s data (What is used to
determine if a change actually occurred)
 Experimental group: The group being tested and measured
Hypothesis:
 Definition: an educated guess that can be tested and related to the problem.
 Written in the form: If (independent variable), then (dependent variable) avoiding the words “I”,
“You”, “He”, or “She.
 Should be a declarative statement, with no wishy-washy words.
Experiment:
Materials Needed
 A list of ALL materials needed.
 Use specific, proper scientific names of equipment, including brand names, and amounts of
materials, in metric, when appropriate
 Organized into logical categories
Procedure
 Write steps in complete sentences, using correct grammar, and avoiding the words “I”,
“You”, “He”, or “She”.
 List ALL of the steps required to perform the experiment.
 Steps should be written to be able to be precisely duplicated
 Number the steps in order, going vertically down the sheets of paper
 Provide only one instruction per step.
 Include multiple trials (at least three) for error reduction/elimination
 Include illustrations that incorporate both labels, units, and measurements appropriate to the
step (NOTE: Not every step needs an illustration)
 Describes clearly the manipulation of the variables and inclusion of the control and
constants
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Post-Lab Work
Results:
Data Table:
 A data table with a listing of the independent variable in the first column, in the next
columns the dependent variable results obtained from multiple trials, and finally columns for
statistical analysis (measures of central tendency).
 Measures of central tendency must include the mean, median, mode, and range calculated
and recorded as part of the data table.
 All data should include appropriate units, in metric, when appropriate
 Observations that are relevant to the experiment should be recorded after the data table(s)
Graphs:
 Most labs will have a graph (Line or Bar).
 The graph must be titled and the title must be relevant to the data displayed in the graph.
 Make sure to label x-axis with the independent variable and correct units and the y-axis with
the dependent variable and correct units.
Narrative:
 Written in paragraph form using correct grammar and spelling, and avoiding the words “I”,
“You”, “He”, or “She.
 Defines and describes in detail the pattern or relationship observed in the recorded data
Conclusion:
 Written in paragraph form using correct grammar and spelling, and avoiding the words “I”, “You”,
“He”, or “She.
 State whether the hypothesis is to be accepted or rejected.
 Restate hypothesis if it is accepted, or write a new hypothesis if it is rejected.
 Use the data and observations gathered to explain why the hypothesis was accepted or rejected.
 All data tables, graphs, and observations need to be summarized and referred to in the conclusion.
 Make appropriate references to the research stated in the introduction.
Evaluation:
 Written in paragraph form using correct grammar and spelling.
 Explain in detail at least two (2) potential sources of error in this experiment.
 Using at least two (2) factors, explain how the results of this experiment are limited by the
equipment or other factors.
 Provide at least two (2) applicable, legitimate improvements to this experiment.
 Provide at least two (2) applicable, legitimate questions that were raised by the findings of this
experiment.
 Give a practical application of the information from the experiment to your life.
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Wichita West High School Science Rubric
Process
Components
Recognize and
Define Problem

Process
Skills

4

3

Research
resulting in a
problem or
question

Background
information
consistent with the
topic; 4 sources, 3
formats (only one of
which can be an
encyclopedia)
resulting in a
problem to be
studied.

Background
information consistent
with the topic; 3
sources, 2 formats
(only one of which can
be an encyclopedia)
resulting in a problem
to be studied.

Background
information
consistent with the
topic; 2 sources (only
one of which can be
an encyclopedia)
resulting in a
problem to be
studied.

Background
information
consistent with the
topic, at least one
source not resulting
in a clear problem.

Background
information
inconsistent with
topic or not cited, no
problem stated.

Background
information is not in
evidence, no problem
stated.

Hypothesis

Hypothesis

Testable, related to
the problem,
relationship between
variables.

Testable, related to the
problem, relationship
between variables
incomplete/unclear.

Testable, related to
the problem.

Untestable, related to
the problem.

Hypothesis unrelated
to the problem.

No hypothesis
attempted.

Design and
Implementation
of a Plan of
Action

Identification
of Variables

Identify the
independent and
dependent variables
and the controls
(variables held
constant).
Essential materials
listed by category
with appropriate
units.
Design supports
hypothesis, lists steps
in sequential order
including appropriate
measurements,
includes multiple
trials or demonstrates
importance of
adequate sample size,
can be replicated,
describes
management of
controls and
manipulation of
variables.
Components of setup illustrated in detail
with labels and
appropriate
measurements.

Identify the
independent and
dependent variables,
identification of
controls
incomplete/unclear.
Essential materials
listed with appropriate
units.

Identify the
independent and
dependent variables.

Partial identification
of independent and
dependent variables.

Attempted
identification of
variables.

No variable
identification
attempted.

Essential materials
listed.

Some essential
materials listed

Material list
inadequate.

Material list not
evident.

Design supports
hypothesis, lists steps
in sequential order,
includes multiple
trials, can be
replicated, describes
management of
controls and
manipulation of
variables
incomplete/unclear.

Design supports
hypothesis, list of
steps incomplete or
difficult to follow,
can be replicated,
multiple trials, shows
attempt to manage
controls.

Design attempts to
address original
hypothesis but major
parts missing.

Design attempted.

No design attempted.

Components of set-up
illustrated and have
proper labels.

Illustration provides
sufficient
information for setup of experiment.

Illustration
confusing.

Illustration
attempted.

No illustration
present.

Raw data well
organized,
understandable,
precise, properly
labeled.
Defines a pattern or
relationship by
summarizing the data
using both a narrative
and a correctly
labeled chart, graph,
or table (quantitative
data must be
graphed).

Raw data organized
and understandable
but lacks either
precision or labeling.

Raw data recorded
but lacks
organization,
precision, or clarity.

Data collection
attempted.

No data collection
attempted.

Defines either a
pattern or relationship
by using both a
narrative and a
correctly labeled chart,
graph, or table; one is
incomplete/unclear.

Defines a pattern by
using a labeled chart,
graph, table, or
narrative.

Raw data
insufficient, lacks
precision,
organization, or
clarity.
Suggests a pattern or
relationship using
chart, graph, table or
narrative.

Random attempt at
analysis.

No attempt at
analysis.

Conclusion relates to
the original
hypothesis, supported
by data, makes
meaningful reference
to background
research.
States all of the
following:
 multiple limitations
 suggests
improvements
 lists potential
sources of error
 relates project to life
 suggests further
research

Conclusion relates to
the original
hypothesis, supported
by data, makes limited
reference to
background research.

Conclusion relates to
the original
hypothesis,
supported by data.

Conclusion present
but either unrelated
to hypothesis or
unsupported by data.

Conclusion present
but unrelated to
hypothesis and
unsupported by data.

No attempt to write a
conclusion.

States 4 of the
following:
 multiple limitations
 suggests
improvements
 lists potential sources
of error
 relates project to life
 suggests further
research

States 3 of the
following:
 multiple limitations
 suggests
improvements
 lists potential
sources of error
 relates project to life
 suggests further
research

States 2 of the
following:
 multiple limitations
 suggests
improvements
 lists potential
sources of error
 relates project to life
 suggests further
research

States 1 of the
following:
 multiple limitations
 suggests
improvements
 lists potential
sources of error
 relates project to life
 suggests further
research

States none of the
following:
 multiple limitations
 suggests
improvements
 lists potential
sources of error
 relates project to life
 suggests further
research

List of
Materials
Procedure

Illustration

Collect and
Analyze Data

Observation
and
Collection
Display and
Analysis

Conclusion/
Evaluation/
Extension

Conclusion

Evaluate/
Extend

2

1

NonScorable

5
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